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Preface

This preface contains the following topics:

■ Audience

■ Documentation Accessibility

■ Typographic Conventions

■ Command Syntax

■ Oracle Services and Support

Audience
Use this guide to install and configure Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration. It 
is assumed that readers of this guide are well versed with Oracle technical terms, 
have technical experience, and are proficient in the tools and applications described 
in this guide. 

Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible, with good usability, to the disabled community. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 
assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains 
markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Standards will continue to 
evolve over time, and Oracle Corporation is actively engaged with other 
market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our 
documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For additional information, 
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visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at 
http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/.

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation JAWS, a Windows screen 
reader, may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The 
conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an 
otherwise empty line; however, JAWS may not always read a line of text that 
consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation This 
documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or organizations 
that Oracle Corporation does not own or control. Oracle Corporation neither 
evaluates nor makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web 
sites.

Typographic Conventions
The following table describes the typographic conventions used in this guide:

Command Syntax
UNIX command syntax appears in monospace font and assumes the use of the 
Bourne shell. The "$" character at the beginning of UNIX command examples is the 
default UNIX command prompt. Do not enter it as part of the command.

Convention Description

bold Bold type indicates buttons in windows and screens.

monospace Monospace type indicates UNIX commands, directory names, 
user names, and file names.

italics Italic type indicates a variable, including variable portions of file 
names. It is also used for emphasis and book titles.

UPPERCASE Uppercase letters indicate Structured Query Language (SQL) 
reserved words, initialization parameters, and environment 
variables.
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Oracle Services and Support
Oracle Corporation offers a wide range of services from at its Web site to help 
facilitate corporate system solutions. The following services are available: 

■ Oracle Bug Database

■ OracleMetaLink

■ Oracle Support Services

■ Oracle Technology Network

Oracle Bug Database
Oracle maintains a bug database to track bugs, enhancements, and  known issues 
concerning its products. Users of this product and its documentation are 
encouraged to use the bug database for informing the developers of bugs and 
enhancement requests. The bug database product identifier for Oracle9i Database 
Certified Configuration is 1346. The bug database is avaialable at:

http://bug.us.oracle.com/

OracleMetaLink
OracleMetaLink is an Oracle Corporation Web service that provides technical 
information. Members of OracleMetaLink can search for updates, alerts, patches, 

Convention Description

backslash \ A backslash indicates a command that is too long to fit on a single line. 
Enter the line as displayed (with a backslash) or enter it on a single line 
without a backslash:

dd if=/dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s6 of=/dev/rst0 bs=10b \ 
count=10000

braces { } Braces indicate required items: .DEFINE {macro1}

brackets [ ] Brackets indicate optional items: cvtcrt termname [outfile]

ellipses ... Ellipses indicate an arbitrary number of similar items:
CHKVAL fieldname value1 value2 ... valueN

italics Italic type indicates a variable. Substitute a value for the variable: 
library_name

vertical line | A vertical line indicates a choice within braces or brackets:
SIZE filesize [K|M]
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and other information about products, releases, and operating systems, or set 
preferences to be notified automatically of new information. OracleMetaLink offers a 
variety of services to assist in setting up and administrating Oracle products, 
including procedures, scripts, commentary, and tuning and configuration 
best-practices bulletins. In addition, it offers forums for information sharing among 
Oracle customers, and direct communication with Oracle Support Services. 
OracleMetaLink is available to Product Support Customers at no extra cost. Sign up 
for free membership for this service at:

http://www.oracle.com/support/metalink

Use your CSI or SAC number to register. 

Oracle Support Services
Technical Support registration and worldwide contact information is available at:

http://www.oracle.com/support

At the Oracle support site, templates are available to help you prepare information 
about your problem before you call so that you may be helped more quickly. You 
must also provide your CSI (Customer Support Identifier) or SAC (Support Access 
Code) number if applicable or complete contact details, including any special 
project information. 

Oracle Technology Network
Register with the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) at:

http://otn.oracle.com/

OTN delivers technical papers, code samples, product documentation, an Oracle 
on-line community and self-service developer support. It also offers the Oracle key 
developer products to enable rapid development and deployment of applications 
built on Oracle technology.
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Overview

This chapter describes the Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration, the 
procedures necessary to install and configure the certified configuration, and the 
tools provided with the certified configuration. It contains the following topics:

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration

■ File Layout

■ Users and Groups

■ Tools and Scripts

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration is comprised of a gold image and tools. 
The tools can be used for the following: 

■ Rapidly install a single-instance or a Real Application Clusters database, 
including binaries and data

■ Configure a database

■ Clone a database

■ Convert a single-instance to a Real Application Clusters database

■ Add new instances to an existing Real Application Clusters database

Gold Image
The Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration includes an image, known as the 
gold image, which can be used to install and restore the Oracle9i database. The gold 
image is a single image that includes the binaries for an Oracle database single 
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File Layout
instance, and Real Application Clusters environments. It also includes a seed 
single-instance database, and a seed Real Application Clusters database. The seed 
database can be used as an example, and allows the administrator to verify proper 
installation and configuration of the Oracle software.

The gold image is located on the 
/net/plnfs2/vol/build/LNX/project/linux/dbcc/9.2.0.3.0 server 
which is NFS mountable within the Oracle firewall. The user should download the 
gold image and the dbcc_install_admin.sh script from this server.

Prior to installing or configuring the image, the Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration tools check the system by running the ocheck script. This script will 
ensure that the hardware, operating system, file layout and patches comply with the 
standard certified configuration specifications.

File Layout
The Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration tools are designed to be as flexible as 
possible, however the user should ensure the file system layout is compliant with 
Oracle Outsourcing File System and Naming Standards. The tools have been tested 
only on systems that conform to the Oracle Outsourcing standards. The gold image 
follows the file system and naming standards for Oracle Outsourcing. 

Operating System File Layout:
Table 1–1 lists the operating system file layout for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration:

Table 1–1 Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Operating System File Layout

Directory
Minimum 
Size Description

/ 9 GB Root file system which also contains the 
directories /var, /tmp, /usr, and so on.

/admin 4 GB 
minimum or 
rest of the 
disk

Top-level directory for certified configuration 
scripts and tools. There will be a sub-directory 
for each certified configuration type such as 
/admin/dbcc/version.

/boot 128 MB Operating system kernel.

/oem 1 GB Oracle Enterprise Manager installation.
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Oracle Files Layout
Table 1–2 lists the Oracle files layout for Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration. 
In the table, SID represents DBNAME for single-instance databases, and DBNAME 
plus instance number for Real Application Clusters databases.

Users and Groups
Table 1–3 lists the users and groups used during the installation and configuration 
of the Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration.

swap 4 GB Recommended swap space size is 2 times the 
size of RAM.

Table 1–2 Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Oracle FIles Layout

File System/Directory Description

/SID/arch File system for database archive logs.

/SID/backup File system  for database backup files. This partition is 
currently only created for the Production instance.

/SID/oracle File system containing the oracle database binaries and 
configuration files 

/SID/oradata File system containing data01, data02 and data03 
directories.

/SID/oradata/data01 All data files except system and temp data files.  For 
example, data files for Oracle Portal, Oracle Files, 
e-mail, tools, and so on. These are mainly the 
*data*.dbf, *idx*.dbf, and control01.ctl files.

/SID/oradata/data02 Contains the system and temp files. These are mainly 
the system*.dbf, temp*.dbf, and control02.ctl 
files.

/SID/oradata/data03 Log files only. These are mainly the log*.dbf, and 
control03.ctl files.

See Also: For more information about file layout, refer to File 
Systems and Other Naming Standards for Outsourcing by Rajesh Shah

Table 1–1 (Cont.) Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Operating System File 

Directory
Minimum 
Size Description
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Tools and Scripts
Tools and Scripts
Several scripts and tools are included with the certified configuration. 

■ Validation Tool

■ Installation Script

■ Image Restoration and Creation Script

■ Reconfiguration Script

■ Cluster Manager Configuration Script

■ Configuration Script for Real Application Clusters

■ Conversion Utility

■ Administration Scripts

Validation Tool
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration hardware and operating system are 
validated before installation and configuration by  the ocheck tool. After 

Table 1–3 Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Users and Groups

User or Group Description

dbdbcc Group that owns the /admin/dbcc directory. The dbcc 
scripts are stored in the directory. 

dboracm Group that owns the /oracm directory. The directory contains 
the cluster manager binary and configuration files.

dbdbname Group that owns the DBNAME database. 

ordbcc User that owns the /admin/dbcc directory. The directory 
contains the dbcc scripts. This user is a member of the 
dbdbcc group.

ordbname User that owns the DBNAME database. There are as many of 
these users as there are databases on the system. For example, 
there may be a database named DBA, and one named DBB. The 
user would be ordba for the first one, and ordbb for the 
second one. This user is a member of the dbdbname group.

ororacm User that owns the /oracm directory. The directory contains 
the cluster manager binary and configuration files. This user is 
a member of the dboracm group.
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Tools and Scripts
installation and configuration, it checks to ensure the installation and configuration 
were successful. It can also compare a system to a known standard state. Output is 
displayed on the screen, and logged in the /var/tmp directory. 

The following command shows the syntax for the tool:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck -product prod_name phase  \
-dbname DBNAME

Table 1–4 lists the tool parameters. 

The following examples show system states that can be checked using the ocheck 
tool and parameters:

■ The system hardware and operating system will allow an Oracle installation 
(-system)

■ A system is ready for image restoration (-phase preimage)

■ Image restoration was successful (-phase postimage)

Table 1–4 ocheck Tool Parameters

Parameter Description

dbname Identifies the database to be checked by the tool. 

product Checks the product name defined by the prod_name option. 
The ocheck.chk file lists the product names. 

phase Defines the phase of the installation. The ocheck.chk file 
lists the phases. Currently, the following phases are available:

■ -preinstall and -postinstall run checks before 
and after product installation.

■ -preconfig and -postconfig run checks before and 
after product configuration.

■ -preimage and -postimage run checks before and 
after installation of a product image.

■ -reconfig runs checks before product reconfiguration, 
such as cloning, and single-instance to Real Application 
Clusters conversion.

■ -system runs checks to ensure suitability of system 
hardware and operating system configuration for 
installation of Oracle products. 

■ -all runs all available checks for a given product.
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Tools and Scripts
■ A system is ready for reconfiguration (-phase reconfig)

■ A system is ready for configuration (-phase preconfig)

■ The configuration or reconfiguration was successful (-phase postconfig)

Installation Script
The dbcc_install_admin.sh script is used to install the Oracle9i Database 
Certified Configuration scripts on a server. The script must be downloaded with the 
gold image. It is run by the root user, and will do the following tasks:

■ Create the ordbcc user and dbdbcc group which will own the /admin/dbcc 
directory.

■ Restore the Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration scripts under the  
/admin/dbcc/version directory. For this release, the version is 3.1.0. The 
dbcc_install_admin.sh script is restored under the 
/admin/dbcc/version /install directory.

The following command shows the syntax:

dbcc_install_admin.sh IMAGEFILE

Image Restoration and Creation Script
The dbcc_image.sh script restores a database image from the gold image or from 
an image created by the script. The dbcc_image.sh script must be run by the 
root user.

■ The following command shows the syntax for image restoration:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -single|-rac \
-imagefile GOLDIMAGE[-includedb|includeconfig] -dbname DBNAME

■ The following command shows the syntax for image restoration for an instance 
dedicated to cluster manager:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -cm -imagefile GOLDIMAGE

■ The following command shows the syntax for image creation:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -create -single|-rac  \

See Also: For more information on the ocheck tool, refer to 
Appendix A, "Environment Checking Tool"
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Tools and Scripts
-dbname DBNAME -imagefile GOLDIMAGE [-includedb|-includeconfig]

Table 1–5 describes the options for the preceding commands:

Reconfiguration Script
After an image has been restored with the includedb option, the image must be 
reconfigured to become functional. The instance configuration files need the proper 
hostnames, port numbers, file system layout, and so on. 

The reconfig.sh script should be used to start up the database when 
reconfiguration is complete. The reconfig.sh script can also be used as part of 
the cloning procedure. The following command shows the syntax for the 
reconfig.sh script. The script must be run by the ordbname user, where dbname 
is the name of the database.

Syntax 

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh [-single|-rac] [-silent] [-recoverdb]

In the preceding command, the silent option can be used if the environment 
variables have been set prior to running the script. The recoverdb option allows 
the reconfig.sh script to perform recovery of the database using the backup 

Table 1–5 Image Restoration and Creation Options

Option Description

cm Specifies to restore an instance dedicated to the cluster 
manager under the /oracm/oracle and oracm/oradata 
directories. This is optional.

imagefile Specifies the IMAGEFILE to use for the restoration. This is 
mandatory. 

includeconfig Specifies to include the instance configuration files such as 
init.ora, SPFILE, password file, listener.ora and 
tnsnames.ora along with the binaries. This is optional, and 
only used with the create option.

includedb Specifies the datafile and configuration files should be restored 
along with the database binaries. If the option is not used, then 
only the database binaries are restored for the database.

rac Specifies to restore a Real Application Clusters database. Only 
two nodes can be created with this script,  but more nodes can 
be added using the convex utility. This is optional. 

single Specifies to restore a single-instance database. This is optional.
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Tools and Scripts
control files. Refer to Chapter 2, "Installation" for more information about the 
option.

Cluster Manager Configuration Script
The cmconfig.sh script configures the cluster manager and gsd processes on all 
nodes of an Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration across all cluster nodes. It is 
run after the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -cm 
-imagefile GOLDIMAGE command. The cmconfig.sh script must be run by the 
root user. The following command shows the syntax:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/cmconfig.sh

The cmconfig.sh script will also create a script, /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_
config/oracm_gsd, which can be used to start and stop the cluster manager and 
gsd processes. The following command shows the syntax:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/oracm_gsd start|stop

This script is linked to the /etc/rc.d/init.d/oracm_gsd script.

Configuration Script for Real Application Clusters
The config.sh script configures the Oracle cluster manager, and creates a seed 
database. The script also configures the following:

■ Auto-startup of Oracle services

■ Listener

■ Oracle agent

■ Service name

■ Transparent Application Failover (TAF) for Real Application Clusters 
environments

The following command shows syntax for the script. The script must be run by the 
root user.

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/config.sh -dbname DBNAME -rac [-nas|-raw] \
[-silent]

Table 1–6 lists the script parameters. 
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Conversion Utility
The convex utility can convert a single-instance database into a Real Application 
Clusters database. It can also expand the number of nodes of an existing Real 
Application Clusters environment. The script must be run by the ordbname user 
where dbname is the name of the database. The following command shows the 
syntax for the script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/convex

Administration Scripts
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration includes administration scripts to start 
and shut down an instance, or cluster manager. The localoradb script can start 
and shutdown an Oracle instance as well as the associated listener and OEM SNMP 
agent. The oracm_gsd script can be used to start and stop the cluster manager and 
gsd processes.

Table 1–6 config.sh Script Parameters

Parameter Description

dbname Specifies the database name.

nas Specifies the data files will be on a shared NAS file system.

rac Configures the clusterware, and creates and configures a seed 
database on the external shared disks. It also creates the raw 
volumes on the disks.

raw Specifies the data files will be in shared raw volumes.

silent Enables a silent, non-interactive installation. This parameter 
should be used with caution.

Note: The silent option should be used with extreme care. The 
genocc utility should be used to modify the configuration files 
before reconfiguring the database with the silent option. 

See Also: For more information about the convex utility, refer to 
Chapter 4, "Single-node Database to Real Application Clusters 
Database Conversion"
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localdbora Script
The localoradb script can start and shutdown an Oracle instance. The script must 
be run as the ordbname user who owns the database. The following command 
shows the syntax for the script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/localdbora start|stop

The script will start or shut down an instance locally. For Real Application Clusters 
environments, the script must be run on each node.

oracm_gsd Script
The  oracm_gsd script is created by the cmconfig.sh script, and must be run by 
the root user. The following command shows the syntax for the script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/oracm_gsd start|stop

The script will start or shut down cluster manager and other services such as 
listener and agent. For Real Application Clusters environments, the script must be 
run on each node.

Note: There is only one oracm and gsd process per node, and 
they are shared by all Real Application Clusters running on a node. 
Using the oracm_gsd script on a node running multiple Real 
Application Clusters instances will impact all instances on the 
node.
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Installation

This chapter describes the requirements and procedures for installation for an 
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration.  This chapter contains the following 
topics:

■ Requirements

■ Single Instance Installation

■ Real Application Clusters Installation

■ Image Creation

Requirements
This section describes the requirements for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration. It contains the following topics:

■ Hardware Requirements

■ Partition Requirements

■ Software Requirements

Hardware Requirements
Table 2–1 lists the hardware requirements for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration. The requirements are for both single-instance and Real Application 
Clusters, unless otherwise noted in the table.
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Partition Requirements
Table 2–2 lists the minimum required partitions for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration.

Table 2–1 Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Hardware Requirements

Component Minimum Requirement

Memory 2 GB, 1GB per CPU recommended

Private network for Real 
Application Clusters node 
Interconnect only

1 Ethernet network interface cards (NIC), 1 Gbps

Processor 2 Intel CPUs, each 700 MHz

Processor power 1400 (2 x minimum required CPU clock speed)

Public network 2 Ethernet NICs, each 10/100 Mbps

Storage Local for system: 2 mirrored local disks, each with 36 GB free

Real Application Clusters: NAS or SAN shared storage

Storage redundancy RAID Level 1 (mirrored) for local storage

Swap space 4 GB of disk space on swap partition

Table 2–2 Minimum Required Partitions

File Partition or 
Mount Point Size Comments

/ 9 GB Local.

/admin 4 GB Local or NFS.

Contains the certified configuration 
scripts.

/boot 115 MB Local.

/DBNAME/oracle 9 GB total with at least 5 
GB free

Local or NFS.

The /DBNAME/oracle directory is 
ORACLE_BASE.
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/DBNAME/oradata 9 GB Local, NAS or SAN which has to be 
shared storage for Real Application 
Clusters.

The /DBNAME/oradata file systems 
contain the database files for the 
single-instance or Real Application 
Clusters, if the datafiles reside on a 
NAS. The data01, data02 and 
data03 directories should be created 
under the /DBNAME/oradata file 
system.

Optionally, the user can create 2 more 
file systems:

■ /DBNAME/arch for archive logs

■ /DBNAME/backup for backups

/oem 1 GB Local or NFS.

Location for Oracle Enterprise 
Manager (OEM) installation. It is 
separated from the / directory so that 
OEM can continue to work when the 
/ directory is full.

/oracm/oracle 9 GB Local, NAS or SAN.

Contains the cluster manager instance, 
oracm. 

/oracm/oradata 512 MB NAS or SAN. Has to be on shared 
storage. Contains cluster manager 
configuration files.

This directory is needed when cluster 
manager is configured on NAS or 
SAN.

swap 4 GB Local. 

Two times RAM is recommended, 
with a maximum of 8 GB.

Table 2–2 (Cont.) Minimum Required Partitions

File Partition or 
Mount Point Size Comments
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Software Requirements
Table 2–3 lists the software requirements for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration. The requirements are for single-instance and Real Application 
Clusters, unless otherwise noted in the table.

Operating System Configuration Requirements for Real Application Clusters
The rsh access for the root on the private network needs to be enabled prior to 
starting a Real Application Clusters installation. In addition, the clocks for each 
node on the cluster need to be synchronized with each other.

Single Instance Installation
The Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration single-instance installation consists 
of three parts, installation of the certified configuration scripts, restoration of the 
image, and configuration of the database. The following procedures describe the 
installation:

1. Log in as the root user.

2. Run the dbcc_install_admin.sh script using the following command:

dbcc_install_admin.sh GOLDIMAGE

In the preceding command, GOLDIMAGE is the name of the downloaded file 
containing the gold image.

This script will do the following tasks:

Table 2–3 Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Software Requirements

Component Minimum Requirement

C compiler Gnu gcc 2.96-108.1

Clusterware, Real 
Application Clusters only

Included with the database

Java Automatically installed with the database

Operating system Red Hat Linux Advanced Server 2.1

Operating system 
packages

ksh and bc Linux packages

Operating system patches None

Perl, TCL Automatically installed with the database
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■ Create the ordbcc user.

■ Create the dbdbcc group.

■ Ensure the /admin directory exists.

■ Restore the part of the gold image that contains the /admin/dbcc/dbcc_
version directory. The certified configuration scripts are restored to the 
/admin/dbcc/3.1.0 directory, and are owned by the ordbcc user and 
dbdbcc group.

3. Run the dbcc_image.sh script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -single  \
-imagefile GOLDIMAGE [-includedb] -dbname DBNAME

In the preceding command, GOLDIMAGE is the name of the downloaded file 
containing the gold image, and DBNAME is the database name. The -includedb 
option restores the database files. When the script runs, it will check that the 
/DBNAME/oracle and /DBNAME/oradata directories exist, and have enough 
space. If the -includedb option is not used, then only the database binaries 
will be restored for the image.

The script will do the following tasks:

■ Create the ordbname  user.

■ Create the dbdbname group.

■ Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -preimage 
-single to perform all requirement checks. The output will be logged in 
the /var/tmp/ocheck.preimage.DBNAME.log file.

■ Restore the database image. The database will be restored under the 
/DBNAME/oracle directory according to the Oracle Outsourcing file 
layout standard.

Once restoration is complete, run 
/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -single -postimage 
to check that the image was restored properly.  The output will be logged in the 
/var/tmp/ocheck.postimage.DBNAME.log file.

4. Reconfigure the database using the reconfig.sh script, if the -includedb 
option was used in Step 2. The following tasks describe how to reconfigure the 
database:

a. Log in as the ordbname user.
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b. Set the following variables:

– SRC_CC_DBNAME. Enter DGOLD.

– DST_CC_DBNAME. Enter the new database name or SID.

– SRC_CC_HOSTNAME. Enter the local host name.

– DST_CC_HOSTNAME. Enter the new host name.

– SRC_CC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter 10650.

– DST_CC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter the desired listener port number.

c. Run the reconfig.sh script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh -single [-silent]

The script will do the following tasks:

– Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck 
-reconfig -single to perform all requirement checks. The output 
will be logged in the /var/tmp/ocheck.reconfg.DBNAME.log file.

– Modify the configuration files to reflect the correct hostnames and port 
numbers.

– Regenerate the control files, if needed.

– Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck 
-postconfig -single to check that the reconfiguration was 
successful.  The output will be logged in the 
/var/tmp/ocheck.postconfig.DBNAME.log file.

This script actions are logged in the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_
config/logs/reconfig.log file. 

Real Application Clusters Installation
The following procedure describe Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration 
installation for Real Application Clusters:

1. Log in as the root user.

2. Enable rsh access for the user to all nodes using Interconnect.

Note: The silent option should be used with extreme care. 
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3. Run the dbcc_install_admin.sh script using the following command:

dbcc_install_admin.sh GODLIMAGE

In the preceding command, GOLDIMAGE is the name of the downloaded file 
containing the gold image.

This script will do the following tasks:

■ Create the ordbcc user.

■ Create the dbdbcc group.

■ Ensure the /admin directory exists.

■ Restore the part of the gold image that contains the /admin/dbcc/dbcc_
version directory. The certified configuration scripts are restored to the 
/admin/dbcc/3.1.0 directory, and will be owned by the ordbcc user 
and dbdbcc group.

4. Run the dbcc_image.sh script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -cm -imagefile GOLDIMAGE  

The script can be run from any node, and will install the cluster manager on 
both nodes. The script will do the following tasks:

■ Prompt for node name. The user should enter the private node names.

■ Check rsh access for the root user to all nodes on the private network.

■ Create the ororacm user on all node with identical user IDs.

■ Create the dboracm group on all nodes with identical group IDs.

■ Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -preimage 
-rac to check that the system configuration requirements are met. The 
output of ocheck will be logged in the 
/var/tmp/ocheck.preimage.ORACM.log file.

■ Restore the /oracm directory on every node.

■ Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -postimage 
-rac to check that the image restoration was successful. The output of 
ocheck will be logged in the 
/var/tmp/ocheck.postimage.ORACM.log file. 

The dbcc_image.sh script will log its actions in the /var/tmp/dbcc_
image.restore.ORACM.log file.
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5. Run the cmconfig.sh script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/cmconfig.sh

The script is run from one node only, and will configure the cluster manager for 
all nodes. The script will do the following tasks:

■ Configure and start gsd processes on all nodes.

■ Create the srvconfig and quorum devices as files for NAS, or raw volumes 
for storage that is not NAS, depending on the shared storage configuration. 
If the shared storage is NAS, then the files will be placed in the 
/oracm/oradata directory. 

The script logs its actions in the /var/tmp/cm_config.log file.

6. Run the dbcc_image.sh script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -rac -imagefile GOLDIMAGE \
[-includedb] -dbname DBNAME 

In the preceding command, the -includedb option is supported only for 
NAS datafiles.

The script will do the following tasks:

■ Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -preimage 
-rac to check that the system configuration requirements are met. The 
output will be logged in the /var/tmp/ocheck.preimage.DBNAME.log 
file.

■ Check that oracm is up and running.

■ Restore the spfile file from the ORACLE_HOME/dbs directory to the 
/dbname/oradata/data01 directory.

■ Create links to the spfile file on every node.

■ Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck -postimage 
-rac to check that the image restoration was successful. The output will be 
logged in the /var/tmp/ocheck.postimage.DBNAME.log file.

The dbcc_image.sh script logs its actions in the /var/tmp/dbcc_
image.restore.DBNAME.log file.

7. Reconfigure or configure the database, based on the following criteria:

■ If the -includedb parameter was used, then reconfigure database to set 
the  hostnames and port numbers for the new installation. The control files 
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may need to be regenerated for the database image if files were moved from 
their original directories. To reconfigure the database, log in as the 
ordbname  user, set the SRC_CC_DBNAME variable to DGOLD, the DST_
CC_DBNAME variable to the new database name, and run the following 
script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh -rac [-silent]

The preceding command will perform the following tasks:

– Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck 
-reconfig -rac to perform all pre-requirements checks. The output 
of ocheck will be logged in the  
/var/tmp/ocheck.reconfig.DBNAME.log file.

– Modify configuration files to reflect the correct hostnames. The port 
numbers will not be changed. 

– Regenerate control files, if necessary.

– Run /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/reconfig/ocheck/ocheck 
-postconfig -single to check that the reconfiguration was 
successful. The output will be logged in the 
/var/tmp/ocheck.postconfig.DBNAME.log file.

The reconfig.sh script logs its actions in the 
/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/logs/reconfig.log file.

■ If the -includedb parameter was not used and the user wants a seed 
database restored on raw volumes, then configure the database using the 
config.sh script. In this release, the config.sh script is only supported 
for Real Applications Clusters. The following command shows the syntax 
for the script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/config.sh -rac -raw -dbname DBNAME

The config.sh script should be used in the following scenarios:

– The dbcc_image.sh script was not able to create the datafiles for the 
seed database because the datafile storage is not a NetApp NAS 
storage. The config.sh script will create the seed database.

Note: The silent option should be used with extreme care. 
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– The database was restored without the -includedb option, and the 
user wants to create a seed database.

The config.sh script logs its actions in the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_
config/log/conf_DBNAME.log file.

■ If the -includedb parameter was not used and the user wants a seed 
database restored on NAS storage, then configure the database using the 
config.sh script. In this release, the config.sh script is only supported 
for Real Applications Clusters. The following command shows the syntax 
for the script:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/config.sh -rac -nas -dbname DBNAME

The config.sh script should be used in the following scenarios:

– The dbcc_image.sh script was not able to create the datafiles for the 
seed database because the datafile storage is not a NetApp NAS 
storage. The config.sh script will create the seed database.

– The database was restored without the -includedb option, and the 
user wants to create a seed database.

The config.sh script logs its actions in the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_
config/log/conf_DBNAME.log file.

Image Creation
Use the dbcc_image.sh script to create an IMAGEFILE compressed archive file of 
the database specified by the DBNAME option. 

■ To create a single-instance image, use the following command:

./dbcc_image.sh -create - single -dbname DBNAME [-includedb] \
-imagefile GOLDFILE 

■ To create a Real Application Clusters image, use the following command:

./dbcc_image.sh -create -rac -dbname DBNAME [-includedb|includeconfig] \
 -imagefile GOLDFILE

Note: Oracle recommends the gold image be used instead of an 
image created by the user.
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If the -includedb option is not used, then only the database binaries will be 
archived by the script. In that case, the -includeconfig option will add the 
following configuration files to the image: 

■ $ORACLE_HOME/dbs/*SID* files such as the initdbname.ora, spfile, and 
passwd files

■ $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora 

■ $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

The -includedb option is not supported if database files are in raw volumes, or 
the database name is not oracm. The oracm database name is reserved for the 
cluster manager and does not include datafiles. In addition, the option halts if the 
database is up.

The script logs its actions in the /var/tmp/dbcc_image.create.DBNAME.log 
file.
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Cloning

This chapter describes the steps to clone an Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration instance, and configure Oracle services for the new instance. This 
chapter contains the following topics:

■ Cloning Overview

■ Single-instance Cloning

■ Real Application Clusters Cloning

Cloning Overview
Cloning refers to the ability to copy and restore a database image, and to set up a 
database image as a new instance. The new instance can reside on the same system 
as the original database, or on a different system. 

There are two methods for cloning, cold cloning and hot cloning. Cold cloning does 
not require database recovery because the source database is shut down normally 
before the image is created. Hot cloning does not include the database. The database 
is recovered from the hot backup of the database, backup control files and archive 
logs.

The cloning process supports both single-instance and Real Application Clusters 
environments. The cloning process uses the dbcc_image.sh script and 
reconfig.sh scripts. 

The cloning utility does not include application migration. It does not migrate or 
clone installed user applications to another system. It only copies those portions of 
the applications that reside in the Oracle directories. 
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Single-instance Cloning
The following procedures describe the single-instance cloning process. If the hot 
cloning method is used, then enable archiving before starting the cloning process.

1. Log in as the ordbname user.

2. Back up the control files to a trace file using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/bkupcontrol2trc.sh -single

The script will generate the trace gen_controlfile_DBNAME.trc file, and 
put it under the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/work directory.

■ If using the cold cloning method, then shut down the source database. 

■ If using the hot cloning method, then perform a redo-log switch, and put 
the database in backup mode.

3. Log in as the root user.

4. Create an image of the source database using one of the following commands.

■ For cold cloning method:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image .sh -create -single -dbname \
SOURCEDBNAME -imagefile GOLDIMAGE -includedb

In the preceding command, SOURCENAME is the name of the source 
database, and IMAGEFILE is the name of the new image.

■ For hot cloning method:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image .sh -create  -single  \
-dbname SOURCEDBNAME  -imagefile GOLDIMAGE  -includeconfig

In the preceding command, SOURCENAME is the name of the source 
database, and IMAGEFILE is the name of the new image.

5. Restore the image to the new target location using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh  -restore -single \
-dbname CLONEDBNAME  -includedb -imagefile GOLDIMAGE 

Note: The cloning process does not support datafiles in raw 
volumes.
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In the preceding command, CLONEDBNAME is the name of the cloned database.

6. Log in as the ordbname user of the dbdbname group using the destination 
database name for dbname.

7. Set the following environment variables:

– SRC_CC_DBNAME. Enter the source database name or SID.

– DST_CC_DBNAME. Enter the new database name or SID.

– SRC_CC_HOSTNAME. Enter the host name of the source, as specified in 
the listener.ora file.

– DST_CC_HOSTNAME. Enter the new host name.

– SRC_CC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter listener port number of the source 
database.

– DST_CC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter the desired listener port number.

In the preceding variables, SRC is for source, and DST is for destination.

8. Reconfigure the restored image using one of the following commands.

■ For cold cloning method:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh -single

■ For hot cloning method:

Restore the backup database datafiles along with archive logs, then run the 
following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh -single recoverdb

In the preceding command, the -recoverdb option allows the script to  
perform recovery using the backup control files. The script also renames the 
database. A complete hot backup is required. No scripts are available with 
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration to create hot backups or to 
restore them. It is expected the users will use their preferred method for 
backup and restore procedures. 

Real Application Clusters Cloning
Only cold cloning is supported for Real Application Clusters. In addition, Real 
Application Clusters cloning is not supported if data exists in raw volumes. The 
following procedures describe the Real Application Clusters cloning process.
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1. Log in as the ordbname user.

2. Back up the control files to a trace file using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.0.0/ref_config/bkupcontrol2trc.sh -rac

The script will generate the trace gen_controlfile_DBNAME.trc.rac file, 
and put it under the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/work directory.

3. Shut down the source database.

4. Create an image of the source database using the following command. This is 
one to be cloned in this procedure. 

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh  -create -rac \
-dbname SOURCEDBNAME -imagefile GOLDIMAGE -includedb 

5. Ensure that the cluster manager has been installed and configured on the nodes. 
If cluster manager has not been installed and configured, then perform steps 1 
through 5 in "Real Application Clusters Installation" in Chapter 2, "Installation" 
of this guide.

6. Log in as the root user.

7. Restore the image in the target location using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh  -restore -rac  -dbname  \
CLONEDBNAME  -includedb -imagefile GOLDIMAGE 

8. Log in as the ordbname user of the dbdbname group using the destination 
database name for dbname.

9. Set the following environment variables: 

■ SRC_CC_DBNAME. Enter the source database name which is the SID 
without the instance number.

■ DST_CC_DBNAME. Enter the desired database name.

In the preceding variables, SRC is for source, and DST is for destination.

10. Set up .rhosts access for the ordbname user for all private interconnects in 
the cluster.

11. Reconfigure the restored image using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/reconfig.sh -rac
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Single-node Database to Real Application

Clusters Database Conversion

This chapter describes the steps to clone an Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration single-instance database to a Real Application Clusters database, or 
add nodes to an existing Real Application Clusters environment. This chapter 
contains the following topics:

■ Convex Utility

■ Preparing to Convert a Database

■ Converting a Single-instance Database

■ Adding Nodes to an Existing Database

Convex Utility
A single-instance database can be converted to a Real Application Clusters database 
by using the convex utility. It can also be used to expand the number of nodes of 
an existing Real Application Clusters environment. The script must be run by the 
ordbname user where dbname is the name of the database.

The convex utility can only convert a database that has been installed using the 
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration tools and gold image. If the database to 
be converted has been created differently, such as an installation using Oracle 
Universal Installer or as part of the Oracle E-Business Suite, then refer to 
"Troubleshooting" in this chapter. 

Preparing to Convert a Database
The following tasks describe how to prepare a database for conversion.
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1. Shut down the instance.

2. Install the cluster manger on all nodes using the procedure in "Real Application 
Clusters Installation" in Chapter 2, "Installation" in this guide.

3. Configure the cluster manager  on all nodes by running the 
/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/cmconfig.sh script, if the cluster 
manager has not been configured previously.  The /oracm/oradata directory 
which contains the configuration files are must be on shared storage. 

4. Create manually the ordbname user and dbdbname group with the same user 
ID and group ID as the original node, and the /oracm/oracle_home 
directory. This should be done on each new nodes where the database will be 
expanded by the conversion.

5. Run the dbcc_image.sh script to install the Oracle binaries on one of the 
nodes using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -create -rac  \ 
- dbname DBNAME -imagefile GOLDIMAGE

6. Enable rsh access for every node for private node names (interconnect network 
interfaces).

Converting a Single-instance Database
The following tasks describe how to convert a single-instance database to a Real 
Application Clusters database.

1. Log in as the ordbname user of the dbdbname group.

2. Run the convex script using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/convex

When the script runs, the user will be prompted for the following information:

■ Oracle home. This is the Oracle home of the database to be converted by the 
script. Enter /DBNAME/oracle/product/920 when prompted by the 
system. 

■ CM Oracle home. This is the Oracle home containing the cluster manager. 
Enter /oracm/oracle/product/920 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_RAC_NODES. Enter the private hostname of the local node, and of 
the nodes where to expand the database.
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■ OCC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter the port number defined in the database 
certified configuration port number standard.

■ OCC_DATA_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default value 
/SID/oradata/data01 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_SYSTEM_TEMP_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default value 
/SID/oradata/data02 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_DB_LOG_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default 
value/SID/oradata/data03 when prompted by the system.

During the process, the convex utility performs the following tasks:

■ Run the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck 
-postinstall procedure on the Oracle home to verify the Oracle9i database 
has been set up correctly. The procedure will be run on all nodes. 

■ Relink to enable Real Application Clusters, if the binaries are not enabled for 
Real Application Clusters. 

■ Check that cluster manager has been installed on every node under the OCC_
CM_ORACLE_HOME directory. 

■ Update the following variables:

– MAXDATAFILES

– MAXINSTANCES

– MAXLOGFILES

– MAXLOGMEMBERS

■ Regenerate control files.

■ Add log group and log members for the new instances.

■ Update the shared device for SRVM configuration repository used by srvctl.

■ Update the init.ora file.

■ Regenerate the shared spfile file.

■ Configure the network configuration listener.ora and tnsnames.ora 
files.

■ Replicate the passwd file. 

■ Start the database and listener on each node.
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If any step fails, then the convex utility will undo all previous steps. The convex 
utility logs its actions in the /var/tmp/convexlog directory. The log should be 
checked in case of error.

Troubleshooting
The convex utility halts if the following circumstances occur:

■ If the storage type is NAS, then the utility will check that the user IDs and 
group IDs for the convex user and group are identical on all nodes. If the IDs 
are not identical, then the utility will halt since UNIX file names include the 
user ID, and the file names on each node must match each other.

■ If the datafiles of the to-be-converted database are not in the 
/DBNAME/oradata directory, then the convex utility will halt, and prompt the 
user to move the data to these directories. The directory and file layout should 
follow the Oracle outsourcing standard, such as the 
/DBNAME/oradata/data01 directory.

The user must rerun the convex utility after moving the files. When the utility is 
rerun, it will find the actual data location does not match the information in the 
control files, and will regenerate the control files. 

■ If cluster manager has not been configured, then the user will be prompted to 
run the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/cmconfig.sh script. The script 
will configure and start cluster manager and gsd processes on all nodes. 

■ If the svrconfig device has not been created by the cmconfig.sh script, or the 
device has been modified and contains incorrect information, then the convex 
utility will halt. The user should use the following command to update the 
svrconfig device:

srvctl add instance -d DBNAME -i SID -n Public_Nodename

The svrconfig device should contain the database configuration information, 
and be located under the /oracm/oradata directory. 

■ If the convex utility cannot locate the spfile file, then it will prompt the user 
to specify the directory containing the spfile file. 

■ If the database to be converted has been created differently, such as an 
installation using Oracle Universal Installer, or as part of the Oracle E-Business 
Suite, then perform the following tasks:

1. Save the configuration files of the current database, such as the ORACLE_
HOME/dbs/*SID*, and  listener configuration files. 
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2. Install a new single-instance database under the /SID/oracle directory 
using the Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration gold image and script.

3. Restore the configuration files of the original database under the 
/SID/oracle/product/920/dbs directory for the *SID* files, and 
under the /SID/oracle/product/920/network/admin directory for 
the listener configuration files.

4. Move the datafiles of the original database under the 
/SID/oradata/data0n directory, where n is 1, 2, or 3, unless they are 
already in this location. The datafile locations should follow the file layout 
standards described  in the Outsourcing File Standards and Naming 
document.

The convex utility will regenerate the control files.

Adding Nodes to an Existing Database
Use the convex utility to add nodes to an existing Real Application Clusters 
database. For example, a Real Application Clusters database exists, and has two 
nodes, A and B, and the user wants to add nodes C and D. 

The following procedure describes how to add nodes C and D:

1. Log in as the root user on node C or D.

2.  Install the certified configuration scripts on node C and D using the following 
command:

dbcc_install_admin.sh GOLDIMAGE

In the preceding command, GOLDIMAGE is the name of the gold image.

3. Create manually the ororacm  user and the dboracm group on nodes C and D 
with the same user ID and group ID as on nodes A and B, and the 
/oracm/oracle home directory.

4. Shut down the database on nodes A and B.

5. Log in as the root user. 

6. Shut down cluster manager on nodes A and B using the following command on 
both nodes: 

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/oracm_gsd stop
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7. Run the dbcc_image.sh script from node C or D using the following 
command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh restore -cm \
-imagefile GOLDIMAGE

8. Run the cmconfig.sh script from node A or B using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/cmconfig.sh

9. Create manually the ordbname and dbdbname users on nodes C and D, with 
the same user ID and group ID as on nodes A and B, and  the 
/DBNAME/oracle_home directory. 

10. Run the dbcc_image.sh script from node C or D using the following 
command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/install/dbcc_image.sh -restore -rac  \
-dbname DBNAME -imagefile GOLDIMAGE

11. Log in as the ordbname user.

12. Run the convex script from node A or B using the following command:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/convex

When the script runs, the user will be prompted for the following information:

■ Oracle home. This is the Oracle home of the database to be converted by the 
script. Enter /DBNAME/oracle/product/920 when prompted by the 
system.

■ CM Oracle home. This is the Oracle home containing the cluster manager. 
Enter /oracm/oracle/product/920 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_RAC_NODES. Enter the private hostnames of all the nodes of the 
cluster.

■ OCC_LISTENER_PORT. Enter the port number defined in the database 
certified configuration port number convention document.

■ OCC_DATA_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default value 
/DBNAME/oradata/data01 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_SYSTEM_TEMP_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default value 
/DBNAME/oradata/data02 when prompted by the system.

■ OCC_DB_LOG_FILESYSTEM. Accept the default value 
/DBNAME/oradata/data03 when prompted by the system.
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The convex utility performs the following tasks:

■ Run the /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck 
-postinstall procedure on the Oracle home to verify the Oracle9i 
database has been set up correctly. The procedure is run on all nodes. 

■ Relink to enable Real Application Clusters, if the binaries are not enabled 
for Real Application Clusters. 

■ Check that cluster manager has been installed on every node under the 
/oracm/oracle directory. 

■ Update the following variables:

– MAXDATAFILES

– MAXINSTANCES

– MAXLOGFILES

– MAXLOGMEMBERS

■ Regenerate control files.

■ Add log group and log members for the new instances.

■ Update the svrctl shared device.

■ Update the init.ora file.

■ Regenerate the shared spfile file.

■ Configure the network configuration listener.ora and tnsnames.ora 
files.

■ Replicate the passwd file. 

■ Start the database and listener on each node.

If any step fails, then the convex utility will undo all previous steps. 

Note: The convex utility can add as many nodes as necessary. 
The number of nodes was limited to two in the preceding example 
for reasons of  simplicity and readability.

See Also: For more information about installation, refer to 
Chapter 2, "Installation"
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                                                          Environment Checking
A

Environment Checking Tool

This appendix contains information on the ocheck environment checking tool. The 
following topics are included:

■ Tool Usage

■ Check Definitions

■ Check Listing by Product and Phase

■ Program Output

■ Standalone Validation

Tool Usage
The tool uses several files which all begin with ocheck. These files must be located 
in the same directory as the main program. The following command shows the 
syntax for the tool:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck -product prod_name phase 

The following table lists the tool parameters. 

Table A–1 ocheck Tool Parameters

Parameter Description

product Checks the product name defined by the prod_name option. 
The ocheck.chk file lists the product names. 
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Exit Status
The ocheck tool displays the following exit status numbers:

■ Status number of 0 (zero) indicates all checks passed successfully. 

■ Status number of 1 indicates the wrong arguments were used to call the tool.

■ Status numbers 2 through 29 indicate a problem occurred when running the 
tool.

■ Status numbers 30 through 99 indicate the highest severity of system 
misconfigurations encountered by the tool during its run.

Check Definitions
The following table lists each check and its description. The variable names that 
begin with OCC_ are defined in the genocc data files or the ocheck.conf file. If a 
value depends on the setting for a specific database, then it will be in the genocc 
file. If the value is fixed and defined by the certified configuration, then it will be in 
the ocheck.conf file.

phase Defines the phase of the installation. The ocheck.chk file 
lists the phases. Currently, the following phases are available:

■ -preinstall and -postinstall run checks before 
and after product installation.

■ -preconfig and -postconfig run checks before and 
after product configuration.

■ -preimage and -postimage run checks before and 
after installation of a product image.

■ -reconfig runs checks before product reconfiguration, 
such as cloning, and single-instance to Real Application 
Clusters conversion.

■ -system runs checks to ensure suitability of system 
hardware and operating system configuration for 
installation of Oracle products. 

■ -all runs all available checks for a given product.

Table A–1 (Cont.) ocheck Tool Parameters

Parameter Description
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Table A–2 Check Definitions

Check Description

check_active_instance Checks if a SQL*Plus connection can be made, 
and if more than one instance is found.

check_clusterware_install Checks if the Oracle UDLM and Sun Cluster 
packages are installed on the system. This is 
for Solaris operating system only.

check_clusterware_running Checks if the scstat program returns a 
successful exit status.

check_cm_running Checks if the lsnodes program returns a 
successful exit status.

check_cpu_count Checks if the number of processors installed 
and running is above a given minimum 
count. The source for the minimum is OCC_
CPU_COUNT_MIN, and is 2.

check_cpu_power Checks if the Oracle processor power number 
is above a given minimum value. The power 
number is the sum of the MHz of all running 
processors. The source for the minimum is 
OCC_CPU_COUNT_MIN * OCC_CPU_
CLOCKSPEED_MIN. The Linux Intel 
minimum is 1400, and the Solaris operating 
system minimum is 800.

check_cpu_speed Checks if the processor MHz of all processors 
is above a given minimum value. The source 
for the minimum is OCC_CPU_
CLOCKSPEED_MIN. The Linux Intel 
minimum is 700, and the Solaris operating 
system minimum is 400.

check_executable_bc Checks if the bc program is installed on the 
system.

check_executable_ksh Checks if the ksh program is installed on the 
system.

check_executable_oracle Checks if the Oracle program is installed, has 
the correct ownership and permissions, and 
can resolve all references to shared libraries.
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check_external_storage Checks if raw devices for Oracle data storage 
exist for the system. The sources are OCC_
EXTERNAL_DATA_STORAGE_DEVICE and 
OCC_EXTERNAL_REDO_STORAGE_
DEVICE.

check_filesystem_data_storage Checks if the file system used for Oracle data 
files is at least a given minimum size. The 
source for the minimum is OCC_
FILESYSTEM_SIZE_DATA_MIN_MB. The 
value is 9216.

check_filesystem_data_storage_mount_
opts

Checks if the file system used for Oracle data 
files is mounted with the correct options. The 
source is OCC_MOUNT_NFS_OPTIONS. The 
options are the following: 

■ bg hard intr noac rsize=32768

■ rw tcp vers=3

■ wsize-32768

check_filesystem_program_space Checks if the file system used for the Oracle 
program files has a given minimum amount 
of free space. The source is OCC_
FILESYSTEM_AVAIL_SW_INSTALL_MIN_
MB. The value is 5210.

check_filesystem_program_storage Checks if the file system for the Oracle 
program files is at least a given minimum 
size. The source is hard-coded. The value is 
9216.

Table A–2 (Cont.) Check Definitions

Check Description
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check_filesystem_sizes Checks if several standard file systems are at 
least a given minimum size. The source is 
OCC_FILESYSTEM_SIZES. 

The following are the Linux Intel values:

■ 9216 MB for /

■ 128 MB for /boot

■ 1024 MB for /oem

■ 4096 MB for /admin

The following are Solaris operating system 
values:

■ 5120 MB for /

■ 2048 MB for /var

■ 1024 MB for /tmp

check_gcc_version Checks if the version and revision values of 
the installed gcc compiler are correct. The 
sources are OCC_GCC_VERSION and OCC_
GCC_RELEASE. The Linux Intel values are 
2.96, and 108.1, respectively.

check_group_dba Checks if the Oracle DBA group exists. The 
source is OCC_ORACLE_DBA_GROUP. The 
value is group:db{lowercase(OCC_DB_
NAME)}.

check_group_install Checks if the Oracle software owner group 
oinstall exists.

check_gsd_running Checks if the gsdctl program returns a 
successful exit status.

check_httpd Checks if an httpd process is running on the 
system.

check_install_log Checks if the Oracle Installer log is not empty. 
If it is not empty, then it contains error 
messages.

check_listener_running Checks if the tnslsnr process is running on 
the system.

check_mirrored_sw_disks This check is not implemented in this release.

Table A–2 (Cont.) Check Definitions

Check Description
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check_mount_options Checks if UFS partitions are mounted with 
the logging option.

check_network_interfaces Checks if the number of configured network 
interfaces is above a given minimum. The 
source is OCC_NIC_COUNT. The value is 2.

check_network_interfaces_rac Checks if the number of configured network 
interfaces is above a given minimum. The 
source is OCC_NIC_COUNT_RAC_MIN. The 
value is 4.

check_oracle_home Checks if the ORACLE_HOME and 
ORACLE_SID variables are set, and if the 
$ORACLE_HOME/bin/oracle directory 
exists in the system.

check_oracle_user Checks if the Oracle user account exists, has 
the correct login shell, such as /bin/bash or 
/bin/ksh, and is in the Oracle DBA group. 
The sources are OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER 
and OCC_ORACLE_DBA_GROUP. The user 
value is or{lowercase(OCC_DB_NAME_)}. 
The group value is db{lowercase(OCC_DB_
NAME)}.

check_oracle_user_groups Checks if the Oracle user is in the Oracle DBA 
group, is in the Oracle software owner group, 
and has the Oracle software owner group as 
its primary group. 

check_oracle_user_home Checks if the Oracle user exists and has the 
correct home directory set, and if the home 
directory exists and is owned by the Oracle 
user. The sources are OCC_ORACLE_DBA_
USER and OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER_
HOME. The user value is or{lowercase(OCC_
DB_NAME_)}. The directory value is 
/{lowercase(OCC_DB_NAME_}/oracle.

check_os_64bit Checks if the operating system can run 64-bit 
applications. This is for Solaris operating 
system only.

Table A–2 (Cont.) Check Definitions

Check Description
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check_os_cluster_patches Checks if the required clusterware patches 
have been installed on the system. The source 
is OCC_PATCHES_RAC. The value is 
110648-20. This is for Solaris operating system 
only.

check_os_patches Checks if the required operating system 
patches have been installed on the system. 
The source is OCC_PATCHES. The Solaris 
value is 108528-15 112953-02.

check_os_version  Checks if the operating system is correct. The 
sources are OCC_OS_VERSION, OCC_OS_
VERSION_NAME_LINUX, and OCC_OS_
VERSION_SUNOS_UPDATE. 

The Linux Intel values are as follows:

■ 2.4.9-e.12 24.9-e.12smp 
2.4.9-e.12enterprise

■ Redhat 2.1 AS

The Solaris operating system values are as 
follows:

■ 5.8

■ 7 2/02

check_packages_rac Checks if the required packages for Real 
Application Clusters are installed on the 
system. The source is OCC_PACKAGES_
RAC. The value is "".

check_physical_memory Checks if the amount of installed RAM is 
above a given amount. The source is (OCC_
CPU_COUNT_MIN * OCC_RAM_PER_CPU_
MIN_MB) - 128. The value is 1920.

check_private_network This check is not implemented in this release.

check_public_network Checks if a network adapter is up and 
running.

check_remote_rsh_oracle Checks if the oracle user is able to use rsh 
to reach all cluster nodes. The source is 
nodes:OCC_RAC_NODES. The value is 
variable.

Table A–2 (Cont.) Check Definitions

Check Description
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check_remote_rsh_root Checks if the root user is able to use rsh to 
reach all cluster nodes. The source is 
nodes:OCC_RAC_NODES. The value is 
variable.

check_remote_time Checks if the date and time on all cluster 
nodes is within two seconds of those on the 
local node. The source is nodes:OCC_RAC_
NODES. The value is variable.

check_shared_memory Checks if the system shared memory and 
semaphore parameters are set correctly. The 
Linux Intel source is hard-coded. The Solaris 
operating source is OCC_KERNEL_PARAMS.

check_shared_storage_files This check is not implemented in this release.

check_snmp_agent Checks if the agentctl program returns a 
successful exit status.

check_sqlplus_connect Checks if the sqlplus program is able to log 
in as SYSOPER and access the DUAL table.

check_sqlplus_login Checks if the sqlplus program is able to log 
in as SYSDBA.

check_swap_space Checks if the amount of swap configured is 
above a given minimum. The source is OCC_
SWAP_SIZE_MIN. The value is 4 GB - 96 MB.

check_swap_space_avail Checks if the amount of swap space available 
is above a given minimum. The source is 
hard-coded. The Linux Intel value is not 
implemented in this release. The Solaris 
operating system value is 4 GB.

check_tnsping Checks if the tnsping program returns a 
successful exit status when pinging the 
database service. The source is service 
name:OCC_DB_NAME. The value is variable.

check_volmgr_installed Checks if the VERITAS volume manager is 
installed on the system. This is for Solaris 
operating system only.

Table A–2 (Cont.) Check Definitions

Check Description
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Check Listing by Product and Phase
The ocheck tool checks specific items depending on the product and phase 
parameters used with the ocheck command. This section includes the following 
topics:

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance System Checks

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Applications Clusters System 
Checks

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance System Checks
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration single-instance can be checked using the  
rdbms product parameter with the different phase parameters to check the system. 
This section describes the checks for each phase parameter. The following topics are 
included in this section:

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the preinstall Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the postinstall Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the preconfig Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the preimage Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the postimage Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the reconfig Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the system Parameter

■ Using the rdbms Parameter with the all Parameter

Using the rdbms Parameter with the preinstall Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
preinstall parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_filesystem_program_space
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■ check_filesystem_program_storage

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

Using the rdbms Parameter with the postinstall Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
postinstall parameter:

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_install_log

■ check_sqlplus_login

Using the rdbms Parameter with the preconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
preconfig parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power
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■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_filesystem_data_storage

■ check_filesystem_data_storage_mount_opts

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_install_log

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit 

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_public_network

■ check_shared_memory

■ check_sqlplus_login

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail
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Using the rdbms Parameter with the postconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
postconfig parameter:

■ check_httpd

■ check_listener_running

■ check_oracle_home

■ check_snmp_agent

■ check_sqlplus_connect

■ check_tnsping

Using the rdbms Parameter with the preimage Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
preimage parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_filesystem_data_storage

■ check_filesystem_data_storage_mount_opts

■ check_filesystem_program_space

■ check_filesystem_program_storage

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interface
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■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

■ check_public_network

Using the rdbms Parameter with the postimage Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
postimage parameter:

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_install_log

■ check_sqlplus_login

Using the rdbms Parameter with the reconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the 
reconfig parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba
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■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_install_log

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit 

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_public_network

■ check_shared_memory

■ check_sqlplus_login

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

Using the rdbms Parameter with the system Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rdbms parameter and the system 
parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks
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■ check_os_64bit 

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

Using the rdbms Parameter with the all Parameter
The all parameter causes all checks listed in the ocheck.chk file to be run for the 
product.

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Applications Clusters System Checks
Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters can be checked 
using the  rac product parameter with the different phase parameters to check the 
system. This section describes the checks for each phase parameter. The following 
topics are included in this section:

■ Using the rac Parameter with the preinstall Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the postinstall Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the preconfig Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the postconfig Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the preimage Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the postimage Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the reconfig Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the system Parameter

■ Using the rac Parameter with the all Parameter

Using the rac Parameter with the preinstall Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the 
preinstall parameter:

■ check_clusterware_installed

■ check_clusterware_running
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■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_filesystem_program_space

■ check_filesystem_program_storage

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces_rac

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_os_64bit

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_cluster_patches

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version

■ check_packages_rac

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

■ check_volmgr_installed
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Using the rac Parameter with the postinstall Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the 
postinstall parameter:

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_install_log

■ check_sqlplus_login

Using the rac Parameter with the preconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the preconfig 
parameter:

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_clusterware_installed

■ check_clusterware_running

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_external_storage

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_install_log

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces_rac

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_os_64bit 
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■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_cluster_patches

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_packages_rac

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_private_network

■ check_public_network

■ check_remote_rsh_oracle

■ check_remote_rsh_root

■ check_remote_time

■ check_shared_memory

■ check_shared_storage_files

■ check_sqlplus_login

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

■ check_volmgr_installed

Using the rac Parameter with the postconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the 
postconfig parameter:

■ check_active_instance

■ check_gsd_running

■ check_httpd

■ check_listener_running

■ check_oracle_home

■ check_snmp_agent

■ check_sqlplus_connect

■ check_tnsping
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Using the rac Parameter with the preimage Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the preimage 
parameter:

■ check_clusterware_installed

■ check_clusterware_running

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_external_storage

■ check_filesystem_program_space

■ check_filesystem_program_storage

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces_rac

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit

■ check_os_cluster_patches

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version

■ check_packages_rac
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■ check_physical_memory

■ check_public_network

■ check_private_network

■ check_remote_rsh_root

■ check_remote_time

■ check_shared_storage_files

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

■ check_volmgr_installed

Using the rac Parameter with the postimage Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the postimage 
parameter:

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_install_log

■ check_sqlplus_login

Using the rac Parameter with the reconfig Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the reconfig 
parameter:

■ check_clusterware_installed

■ check_clusterware_running

■ check_cm_running

■ check_cpu_count

■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_executable_oracle

■ check_gcc_version
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■ check_group_dba

■ check_group_oinstall

■ check_install_log

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_mount_options

■ check_network_interfaces-rac

■ check_oracle_user

■ check_oracle_user_groups

■ check_oracle_user_home

■ check_os_64bit 

■ check_os_cluster_patches

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_packages_rac

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_private_network

■ check_public_network

■ check_remote_rsh_oracle

■ check_shared_memory

■ check_sqlplus_login

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

■ check_volmgr_installed

Using the rac Parameter with the system Parameter
The following items are checked when using the rac parameter and the system 
parameter:

■ check_cpu_count
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■ check_cpu_power

■ check_cpu_speed

■ check_executable_bc

■ check_executable_ksh

■ check_filesystem_sizes

■ check_gcc_version

■ check_mirrored_sw_disks

■ check_network_interfaces-rac

■ check_os_64bit 

■ check_os_patches

■ check_os_cluster_patches

■ check_os_version 

■ check_physical_memory

■ check_swap_space

■ check_swap_space_avail

Using the rac Parameter with the all Parameter
The all parameter causes all checks listed in the ocheck.chk file to be run for the 
product.

Program Output
The ocheck report output is printed to the  screen. To print the output to a file, use 
the -o option. The output consists of  a header, body, and  footer. Informational  
messages about the progress of the program and errors may be printed to standard 
output.

Report Header
The report header contains the following:

■ Version of ocheck tool

■ Time the report was generated
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■ Name of the system, and the name of the database being examined

■ Product and phase being checked

■ Report body column headings

The following is an example of a report header:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/S37)      10-Mar-2003 11:44:04 PST
system: systhost1 (ORCL)             RDBMS "system" check
Check                          Value             Expected                 Status

Report Body
The report body consists of the section header lines and the check output lines. The 
section header lines consist of descriptive text used to categorize groups of checks. 
The check output lines consists of one line of formatted output, and an optional line 
of text with additional information or an explanation of an error. 

The following is an example of a report body:

Operating System and Software Configuration
Filesystem size: /dgold/oradata    0 MB         >= 8192 MB           fail
-- directory "/dgold/oradata" does not exist

In the preceding example, the first column, Filesystem size: /data,  contains 
the name of the check and describes what was examined by the check. The second 
column, 0 MB, contains the current value or state of the checked item. The third 
column, 8192 MB, specifies the expected value or state that would make the check 
successful. It is preceded by a logical operator, such as ==, <=, or >=, that indicates 
how the value in the second column compares with the value in the third column. 
The fourth column indicates the status of the check. The status is either pass or 
fail. An optional warn status is not used currently. The optional line of additional 
information is always preceded by two hyphens, and explains the check status.

Report Footer
The report footer is one printed line to show the user that the ocheck tool 
completed, and the report has not been truncated by the system. The following is an 
example of the report footer:

End of Report
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Standalone Validation
The ocheck tool checks the hardware, software and operating system for 
compatibility with Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration. The tool uses several 
files which all begin with ocheck. These files must be located in the same directory 
as the main program. If the script succeeds, then the system can run an Oracle9i 
Database Certified Configuration. If the script halts, then the system cannot run the 
certified configuration. Check the log, correct any problems, and rerun the script.

The following tasks describe how to run the ocheck tool:

1. Log in to the system.

2. Run the script using one of the following commands:

■ To run the script without capturing the data:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck [-single|-rac] -system

■ To run the script and capture the data:

/admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config/ocheck/ocheck [-single|-rac] -system -o 
/var/tmp/ocheck.system.log

See Also: For output examples from the ocheck tool, refer to 
Appendix B, "Sample Output Files"
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B

Sample Output Files

This appendix contains single-instance and Real Application Clusters sample 
output. The following samples are included:

■ Hardware and Software Compliance with Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration for Single-instance

■ Hardware and Software Compliance with Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration for Real Application Clusters

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance Prior to Image 
Restoration

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters Prior to 
Image Restoration

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance after Reconfiguration

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters after 
Reconfiguration

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance Cloning Log

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters Cloning 
Log

■ Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Convex Utility Output

Hardware and Software Compliance with Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration for Single-instance

This section includes sample output from the ocheck tool for a single-instance 
using the following command. The command is run by the user to verify the 
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Hardware and Software Compliance with Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration for Real Application Clusters
suitability of the system hardware and operating system for installation of Oracle 
products.

ocheck -product rdbms -system

The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              18-Mar-2003 14:31:23 PST
system: lnxdell3 (ORCL)                       RDBMS "system" check

   Check                            Value            Expected          Status

Processors and Memory
   CPU count                        4                >= 2               pass
   Processor speed (minimum)        699 MHz          >= 700 MHz         pass
   Processor power factor           2796             >= 1400            pass
   Physical memory                  2010 MB          >= 1920 MB         pass

Operating System and Software Configuration
   OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.12smp    == 2.4.9           pass
   OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS   pass
   Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)          pass
   Filesystem size: /               9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /boot           121 MB           >= 115 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /oem            2015 MB          >= 921 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /admin          10076 MB         >= 3686 MB         pass
   Total swap space                 4094 MB          >= 4000 MB         pass
   Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed       pass
   Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed       pass
   Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96            pass
   Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1           pass

Network
   Number of network interfaces     3                >= 2               pass

End of Report

Hardware and Software Compliance with Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration for Real Application Clusters

This section includes sample log for the ocheck tool using the following command. 
This command is run by the user to verify the suitability of the system hardware 
and operating system for installation of Oracle products.
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ocheck -product rac -system

The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              18-Mar-2003 14:31:59 PST
system: lnxdell3 (ORCL)                       RAC "system" check

   Check                            Value            Expected          Status

Processors and Memory
   CPU count                        4                >= 2               pass
   Processor speed (minimum)        699 MHz          >= 700 MHz         pass
   Processor power factor           2796             >= 1400            pass
   Physical memory                  2010 MB          >= 1920 MB         pass

Operating System and Software Configuration
   OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.12smp    == 2.4.9           pass
   OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS   pass
   Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)          pass
   Filesystem size: /               9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /boot           121 MB           >= 115 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /oem            2015 MB          >= 921 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /admin          10076 MB         >= 3686 MB         pass
   Total swap space                 4094 MB          >= 4000 MB         pass
   Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed       pass
   Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed       pass
   Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96            pass
   Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1           pass

Network
   Number of network interfaces     3                >= 2               pass

End of Report

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance Prior to 
Image Restoration

This section includes sample output from the ocheck tool for a single-instance 
using the following command. This command is run by the dbcc_install_
image.sh script prior to an image restoration.

ocheck -product rdbms -preimage -dbname DGOLD
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The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              14-Mar-2003 14:00:11 PST
system: lnxdell3 (DGOLD)                      RDBMS "preimg" check

   Check                            Value            Expected          Status
Processors and Memory
   CPU count                        4                >= 2               pass
   Processor speed (minimum)        699 MHz          >= 700 MHz         pass
   Processor power factor           2796             >= 1400            pass
   Physical memory                  2010 MB          >= 1920 MB         pass

Operating System and Software Configuration
   OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.12smp    == 2.4.9           pass
   OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS   pass
   Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)          pass
   Filesystem size: /               9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /boot           121 MB           >= 115 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /oem            2015 MB          >= 921 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /admin          9071 MB          >= 3686 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /dgold/oracle   9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Free disk space in /dgold/oracle 5625 MB          >= 5120 MB         pass
   Total swap space                 4094 MB          >= 4000 MB         pass
   Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed       pass
   Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed       pass
   Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96            pass
   Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1           pass

 Accounts and Groups
   Group "dbdgold"                  configured       == configured      pass
   User account "ordgold"           configured       == configured      pass
   Home directory for "ordgold"     configured       == configured      pass
   User "ordgold" groups            configured       == configured      pass

Network
   Number of network interfaces     3                >= 2               pass
   Ethernet network                 UP               == UP              pass

 Data Storage
   Filesystem size: /dgold/oradata  24465 MB         >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem opts: /dgold/oradata  configured       == configured      pass

End of Report
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Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters 
Prior to Image Restoration

This section includes sample log from the ocheck tool for a Real Application 
Clusters using the following command:

ocheck -product rac -preimage -dbname DGOLD

The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              14-Mar-2003 13:52:31 PST
system: lnxdell3 (DGOLD)                      RAC "preimg" check

   Check                            Value            Expected          Status

Processors and Memory
   CPU count                        4                >= 2               pass
   Processor speed (minimum)        699 MHz          >= 700 MHz         pass
   Processor power factor           2796             >= 1400            pass
   Physical memory                  2010 MB          >= 1920 MB         pass

Operating System and Software Configuration
   OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.12smp    == 2.4.9           pass
   OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS   pass
   Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)          pass
   Filesystem size: /               9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /boot           121 MB           >= 115 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /oem            2015 MB          >= 921 MB          pass
   Filesystem size: /admin          9071 MB          >= 3686 MB         pass
   Filesystem size: /dgold/oracle   9071 MB          >= 8294 MB         pass
   Free disk space in /dgold/oracle 5625 MB          >= 5120 MB         pass
   Total swap space                 4094 MB          >= 4000 MB         pass
   Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed       pass
   Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed       pass
   Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96            pass
   Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1           pass

Accounts and Groups
   Group "dbdgold"                  configured       == configured      pass
   User account "ordgold"           configured       == configured      pass
   Home directory for "ordgold"     configured       == configured      pass
   User "ordgold" groups            configured       == configured      pass

 Network
   Number of network interfaces     3                >= 2               pass
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   Ethernet network                 UP               == UP              pass

Data Storage
   Filesystem size: /dgold/oradata  24465 MB         >= 8294 MB         pass
   Filesystem opts: /dgold/oradata  configured       == configured      pass

Remote Access
   Remote shell access              accessible       == accessible      pass
   Node time synchronization        synchronized     == synchronized    pass

End of Report

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance after 
Reconfiguration

This section includes sample log from the ocheck tool for a single-instance using 
the following command:

ocheck -product rdbms -postconfig -dbname DGOLD

The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              26-Mar-2003 10:02:29 PST
system: lnxdell3 (DGOLD)                      RDBMS "postconf" check

   Check                            Value            Expected          Status

Oracle services
   ORACLE_HOME variable             set                 set             pass
   -- ORACLE_HOME = /dgold/oracle/product/920
   ORACLE_SID variable              set                 set             pass
   -- ORACLE_SID = DGOLD
   Valid ORACLE_HOME                configured          configured      pass
   Oracle Listener                  running             running         pass
   TNS ping (DGOLD)                 succeeded           succeeded       pass
   SQLPlus connection               succeeded           succeeded       pass
   Oracle SNMP Agent                running             running         pass

End of Report
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Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters 
after Reconfiguration

This section includes sample log from the ocheck tool for a Real Application 
Clusters using the following command:

ocheck -product rac -postconfig -dbname DGOLD

The following is the output from the command:

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              26-Mar-2003 10:12:08 PST
system: lnxdell3 (DGOLD)                      RAC "postconf" check
   Check                            Value            Expected          Status

Oracle services
   ORACLE_HOME variable             set                 set             pass
   -- ORACLE_HOME = /dgold/oracle/product/920
   ORACLE_SID variable              set                 set             pass
   -- ORACLE_SID = DGOLD
   Valid ORACLE_HOME                configured          configured      pass
   Oracle Listener                  running             running         pass
   TNS ping (DGOLD)                 succeeded           succeeded       pass
   SQLPlus connection               succeeded           succeeded       pass
   Oracle SNMP Agent                running             running         pass
   RAC GSD Daemon Running           running             running         pass
   Active intance check             rac enabled (2)     rac enabled     pass

End of Report

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Single-instance Cloning Log
This section includes a sample log after successfully running the reconfig.sh  
script for a cold backup.

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              12-Mar-2003 18:02:44 PST
  system: unbreakable (GE)                      RDBMS "reconf" check

    Check                            Value            Expected           Status 
Processors and Memory
    CPU count                        1                >= 2                fail 
    Processor speed (minimum)        731 MHz          >= 700 MHz          pass 
    Processor power factor           731              >= 1400             fail 
    Physical memory                  1507 MB          >= 1920 MB          fail 
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Operating System and Software Configuration
    OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.3        == 2.4.9            pass 
    OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS    pass 
    Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)           pass 
    Total swap space                 2047 MB             4000 MB          fail 
    Max shared memory: SHMMAX        4096 MB          == 1507 MB          pass 
    Shared memory parameter: SHMNNI  4096             >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMSL      250              >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMNS      32000            >= 256              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMOPM      100              >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMNI      128              >= 100              pass 
    Shared memory and semaphores     correct          == correct          pass 
    Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed        pass 
    Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed        pass 
    Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96             pass 
    Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1            pass 

Accounts and Groups
    Group "dbge"                     configured       == configured       pass 
    User account "orge"              configured       == configured       pass 
    Home directory for "orge"        configured       == configured       pass 
    User "orge" groups               configured       == configured       pass 

Network
    Number of network interfaces     2                >= 2                pass 
    Ethernet network                 UP               == UP               pass 
    Installer error log              no errors        == no errors        pass 
    Executable "oracle"              installed        == installed        pass 
    SQL*Plus login                   succeeded        == succeeded        pass 

  End of Report

reconfig.sh: info: Converted .trc to .sql for control file creation.
reconfig.sh: info: New initGE.ora file was generated.
reconfig.sh: info: spfile spfileGE exists. 
reconfig.sh: info: spfile spfileGE deleted. 
reconfig.sh: info: Running Modified SQL to recreate control files...

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Wed Mar 12 18:02:46 2003
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> SQL> SQL> STARTUP NOMOUNT
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area  235999364 bytes
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Fixed Size     450692 bytes
Variable Size  201326592 bytes
Database Buffers   33554432 bytes
Redo Buffers     667648 bytes

SQL> CREATE CONTROLFILE SET DATABASE "GE" RESETLOGSARCHIVELOG
  2  --  SET STANDBY TO MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE
  3   MAXLOGFILES 5
  4   MAXLOGMEMBERS 3
  5   MAXDATAFILES 100
  6   MAXINSTANCES 1
  7   MAXLOGHISTORY 226
  8  LOGFILE
  9    GROUP 1 (
 10   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_1_1.rdo’,
 11   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_1_2.rdo’
 12    ) SIZE 100M,
 13    GROUP 2 (
 14   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_2_1.rdo’,
 15   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_2_2.rdo’
 16    ) SIZE 100M,
 17    GROUP 3 (
 18   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_3_1.rdo’,
 19   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_3_2.rdo’
 20    ) SIZE 100M,
 21    GROUP 4 (
 22   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_4_1.rdo’,
 23   ’/ge/oradata/data03/log_4_2.rdo’
 24    ) SIZE 100M
 25  -- STANDBY LOGFILE
 26  DATAFILE
 27    ’/ge/oradata/data02/system01.dbf’,
 28    ’/ge/oradata/data01/undotbs1.dbf’,
 29    ’/ge/oradata/data01/cwmlite01.dbf’,
 30    ’/ge/oradata/data01/drsys01.dbf’,
 31    ’/ge/oradata/data01/example01.dbf’,
 32    ’/ge/oradata/data01/indx01.dbf’,
 33    ’/ge/oradata/data01/odm01.dbf’,
 34    ’/ge/oradata/data01/tools01.dbf’,
 35    ’/ge/oradata/data01/users01.dbf’,
 36    ’/ge/oradata/data01/xdb01.dbf’
 37  CHARACTER SET UTF8
 38  ;
Control file created.
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SQL> ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE TEMP ADD TEMPFILE ’/ge/oradata/data02/temp01.dbf’
  2  ;
Tablespace altered.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -Production
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
reconfig.sh: info: Recreating controlfile sql finished.

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Wed Mar 12 18:03:06 2003
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production

SQL> SQL> 
Database altered.

SQL> 
File created.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -Production
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production

reconfig.sh: info: Finished running modified SQL to recreate control files.
Cold database reconfiguration successful.
mod_services.sh: HOME=/ge/oracle
mod_services.sh: ORACLE_HOME=/ge/oracle/product/920
mod_services.sh: script_dir=.
mod_services.sh: script_dir=.
Current directory is /admin/dbcc/3.1.0/ref_config
warning: old Q file were found, and were moved to $ORACLE
_HOME/network/agent/oldQfiles.DGOLD directory.
warning: Jobs and Events may be need to be resubmitted on this node, as reconfig
 doesnot support cloning of jobs and events submitted.
Updated $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora file.
Updated $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora file.
Updated /ge/oracle/.profile.oradb file.
mod_services.sh: info: oraparam.ini modified.
Starting Oracle9i Database Services...
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 12-MAR-2003 18:03:21
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Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Starting /ge/oracle/product/920/bin/tnslsnr: please wait...
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
System parameter file is /ge/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Log messages written to /ge/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener_ge.log
Listening on: (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=GE)))
Listening on:
 (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=unbreakable)(PORT=10650)))
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=GE)))
STATUS of the LISTENER
------------------------
Alias                     LISTENER_GE
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Start Date                12-MAR-2003 18:03:21
Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 0 sec
Trace Level               off
Security                  OFF
SNMP                      OFF
Listener Parameter File   /ge/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Listener Log File         /ge/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener_ge.log
Listening Endpoints Summary...
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=GE)))
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=unbreakable)(PORT=10650)))
Services Summary...
Service "GE.US.ORACLE.COM" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "GE", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "PLSExtProc" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "PLSExtProc", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
The command completed successfully

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Wed Mar 12 18:03:21 2003
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area  235999364 bytes
Fixed Size     450692 bytes
Variable Size  201326592 bytes
Database Buffers   33554432 bytes
Redo Buffers     667648 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
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 Production
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Completed starting all Oracle9i Services.
  ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              12-Mar-2003 18:03:36 PST
  system: unbreakable (GE)                      RDBMS "postconf" check

    Check                            Value            Expected           Status 
Oracle services
    ORACLE_HOME variable             set                 set              pass 
    -- ORACLE_HOME = /ge/oracle/product/920
    ORACLE_SID variable              set                 set              pass 
    -- ORACLE_SID = GE
    Valid ORACLE_HOME                configured          configured       pass 
    Oracle Listener                  running             running          pass 
    TNS ping (GE)                    succeeded           succeeded        pass 
    SQL*Plus connection              succeeded           succeeded        pass 
    Oracle SNMP Agent                running             running          pass 

  End of Report

Critical Oracle Services are responding.
Reconfiguration Completed Successfully.

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real Application Clusters 
Cloning Log

This section includes a sample log after successfully cloning a Real Application 
Clusters database using the reconfig.sh -rac script.

reconfig.sh Mon Mar 17 14:34:49 PST 2003
  ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              17-Mar-2003 14:34:49 PST
 system: lnxdell4 (RACDB)                      RAC "reconf" check

   Check                            Value            Expected           Status 
Processors and Memory
    CPU count                        4                >= 2                pass 
    Processor speed (minimum)        699 MHz          >= 700 MHz          pass 
    Processor power factor           2796             >= 1400             pass 
    Physical memory                  2010 MB          >= 1920 MB          pass 
  
Operating System and Software Configuration
    OS kernel version                2.4.9-e.12smp    == 2.4.9            pass 
    OS version                       Redhat 2.1 AS    == Redhat 2.1 AS    pass 
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    Required OS patches              (none)           == (none)           pass 
    Total swap space                 4094 MB          >= 4000 MB          pass 
    Max shared memory: SHMMAX        6144 MB          == 2010 MB          pass 
    Shared memory parameter: SHMNNI  4096             >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMSL      1000             >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMNS      32000            >= 256              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMOPM      100              >= 100              pass 
    Semaphore parameter: SEMMNI      128              >= 100              pass 
    Shared memory and semaphores     correct          == correct          pass 
    Executable "/bin/ksh"            installed        == installed        pass 
    Executable "bc"                  installed        == installed        pass 
    Package "gcc" version            2.96             == 2.96             pass 
    Package "gcc" release            108.1            == 108.1            pass 

Accounts and Groups
    Group "dbracdb"                  configured       == configured       pass 
    User account "orracdb"           configured       == configured       pass 
    Home directory for "orracdb"     configured       == configured       pass 
    User "orracdb" groups            configured       == configured       pass 

Network
    Number of network interfaces     3                >= 2                pass 
    Ethernet network                 UP               == UP               pass 
    Filesystem opts: /racdb/oradata/ configured   == configured         pass 

Remote Access
    Remote shell access (as orracdb) accessible       == accessible       pass 

Volume Manager and Clusterware
    Kernel module "hangcheck-timer"  loaded           == loaded           pass 
    Installer error log              no errors        == no errors        pass 
    Executable "oracle"              installed        == installed        pass 
    SQL*Plus login                   succeeded        == succeeded        pass 
    Oracle CM running                running (2)      == running          pass 

  End of Report

reconfig.sh: info: Converted .trc to .sql for control file creation.

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:34:59 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected.
SQL> SQL> 
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File created.

SQL> Disconnected
reconfig.sh: info: New initRACDB.ora file was generated.
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:34:59 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected.
SQL> SQL> 
File created.

SQL> Disconnected
Cold database reconfiguration successful.
Generated Listener: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora on node: lnxdell4 
Generated Service Name file: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora on node:
 lnxdell4 
Configuring sqlnet.ora
Generated Listener: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora on node: lnxdell3 
Generated Service Name file: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora on node:
 lnxdell3 
Configuring sqlnet.ora
reconfig.sh: info: spfile spfileRACDB exists. 
reconfig.sh: info: spfile spfileRACDB deleted. 
reconfig.sh: info: Running Modified SQL to recreate control files...

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:38:14 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> SQL> SQL> STARTUP NOMOUNT
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area  252776600 bytes
Fixed Size     450712 bytes
Variable Size  218103808 bytes
Database Buffers   33554432 bytes
Redo Buffers     667648 bytes

SQL> CREATE CONTROLFILE SET DATABASE "RACDB" RESETLOGSNOARCHIVELOG
  2  --  SET STANDBY TO MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE
  3   MAXLOGFILES 192
  4   MAXLOGMEMBERS 3
  5   MAXDATAFILES 1024
  6   MAXINSTANCES 32
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  7   MAXLOGHISTORY 3403
  8  LOGFILE
  9    GROUP 1 (
 10   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_1_1.rdo’,
 11   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_1_2.rdo’
 12    ) SIZE 100M,
 13    GROUP 2 (
 14   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_2_1.rdo’,
 15   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_2_2.rdo’
 16    ) SIZE 100M,
 17    GROUP 3 (
 18   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_3_1.rdo’,
 19   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_3_2.rdo’
 20    ) SIZE 100M,
 21    GROUP 4 (
 22   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_4_1.rdo’,
 23   ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log1_4_2.rdo’
 24    ) SIZE 100M
 25  -- STANDBY LOGFILE
 26  DATAFILE
 27    ’/racdb/oradata/data02/system01.dbf’,
 28    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/undotbs1.dbf’,
 29    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/users01.dbf’,
 30    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/example01.dbf’,
 31    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/cwmlite01.dbf’,
 32    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/indx01.dbf’,
 33    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/odm01.dbf’,
 34    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/tools01.dbf’,
 35    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/drsys01.dbf’,
 36    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/xdb01.dbf’,
 37    ’/racdb/oradata/data01/undotbs2.dbf’
 38  CHARACTER SET UTF8
 39  ;
Control file created.

SQL> ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE TEMP ADD TEMPFILE ’/racdb/oradata/data02/temp01.dbf’
 REUSE;
Tablespace altered.

SQL> ;
  1* ALTER TABLESPACE TEMP ADD TEMPFILE ’/racdb/oradata/data02/temp01.dbf’ REUSE
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SQL> ALTER DATABASE ADD LOGFILE THREAD 2 GROUP 5 (’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_5
_1.rdo’, ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_5_2.rdo’) SIZE 102400K REUSE;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ADD LOGFILE THREAD 2 GROUP 6 (’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_6
_1.rdo’, ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_6_2.rdo’) SIZE 102400K REUSE;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ADD LOGFILE THREAD 2 GROUP 7 (’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_7
_1.rdo’, ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_7_2.rdo’) SIZE 102400K REUSE;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ADD LOGFILE THREAD 2 GROUP 8 (’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_8
_1.rdo’, ’/racdb/oradata/data03/log2_8_2.rdo’) SIZE 102400K REUSE;
Database altered.

SQL> ALTER DATABASE ENABLE PUBLIC THREAD 2;
Database altered.

SQL> ;
  1* ALTER DATABASE ENABLE PUBLIC THREAD 2
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production
With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining
 options
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
reconfig.sh: info: Recreating controlfile sql finished.

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:41:17 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining
 options
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
SQL> SQL> 
Database altered.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production
With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining
 options
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
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reconfig.sh: info: Finished running modified SQL to recreate control files.
Cold database reconfiguration successful.
Generated Listener: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora on node: lnxdell4 
Generated Service Name file: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora on node:
 lnxdell4 
Configuring sqlnet.ora
Starting Oracle9i Database Services...
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 17-MAR-2003 14:41:32

Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.
Starting /racdb/oracle/product/920/bin/tnslsnr: please wait...
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
System parameter file is /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Log messages written to /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
_racdb1.log
Listening on: (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=RACDB)))
Listening on:
 (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxdell4.us.oracle.com)(PORT=2483)))
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=RACDB)))
STATUS of the LISTENER
------------------------
Alias                     LISTENER_RACDB1
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Start Date                17-MAR-2003 14:41:32
Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 0 sec
Trace Level               off
Security                  OFF
SNMP                      OFF
Listener Parameter File   /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Listener Log File         /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
_racdb1.log
Listening Endpoints Summary...
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=RACDB)))
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxdell4.us.oracle.com)(PORT=2483)))
Services Summary...
Service "RACDB.US.ORACLE.COM" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "RACDB1", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "PLSExtProc" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "PLSExtProc", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
The command completed successfully

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:41:32 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.
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Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area  252776600 bytes
Fixed Size     450712 bytes
Variable Size  218103808 bytes
Database Buffers   33554432 bytes
Redo Buffers     667648 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production
With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining
 options
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Completed starting all Oracle9i Services.
Generated Listener: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/listener.ora on node: lnxdell3 
Generated Service Name file: $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora on node:
 lnxdell3 
Configuring sqlnet.ora
Starting Oracle9i Database Services...
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 17-MAR-2003 14:44:19

Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Starting /racdb/oracle/product/920/bin/tnslsnr: please wait...
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
System parameter file is /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Log messages written to /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
_racdb2.log
Listening on: (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=RACDB)))
Listening on:
 (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxdell3.us.oracle.com)(PORT=2483)))
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=RACDB)))
STATUS of the LISTENER
------------------------
Alias                     LISTENER_RACDB2
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Start Date                17-MAR-2003 14:44:20
Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 0 sec
Trace Level               off
Security                  OFF
SNMP                      OFF
Listener Parameter File   /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora
Listener Log File         /racdb/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
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_racdb2.log
Listening Endpoints Summary...
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=RACDB)))
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxdell3.us.oracle.com)(PORT=2483)))
Services Summary...
Service "RACDB.US.ORACLE.COM" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "RACDB2", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "PLSExtProc" has 1 instance(s).
  Instance "PLSExtProc", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
The command completed successfully

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Mon Mar 17 14:44:20 2003

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved.

Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area  252776600 bytes
Fixed Size     450712 bytes
Variable Size  218103808 bytes
Database Buffers   33554432 bytes
Redo Buffers     667648 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.

SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production
With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, OLAP and Oracle Data Mining
 options
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production
Completed starting all Oracle9i Services.

ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              17-Mar-2003 14:42:42 PST
system: lnxdell4 (RACDB)                      RAC "postconf" check
    Check                            Value            Expected           Status 

Oracle services
    ORACLE_HOME variable             set                 set              pass 
     -- ORACLE_HOME = /racdb/oracle/product/920
    ORACLE_SID variable              set                 set              pass 
     -- ORACLE_SID = RACDB1
    Valid ORACLE_HOME                configured          configured       pass 
    Oracle Listener                  running             running          pass 
    TNS ping (RACDB)                 succeeded           succeeded        pass 
    SQL*Plus connection              succeeded           succeeded        pass 
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    Oracle SNMP Agent                running             running          pass 
    Global Services Daemon (GSD)     running             running          pass 
    Active instance check            rac enabled (2)     rac enabled      pass 
     -- instances: (lnxdell4:RACDB1 lnxdell3:RACDB2)
  End of Report

Critical Oracle Services are responding.
Reconfiguration Completed Successfully.

Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Convex Utility Output
The following is a sample log after successfully running the convex  utility.

Welcome to CONVEX 3.1.0 (An Single Instance Converter and Multi-Node RAC 
Expander) 
Please enter the Database Name in the database which you want to convert: dgold 
OCC_DB_NAME=DGOLD 
 variable:  OCC_ORACLE_HOME 
 default:   "/dgold/oracle/product/920" 
 comment:   Directory to be used for ORACLE_HOME. 
Enter directory name: 
  
 variable:  OCC_CM_ORACLE_HOME 
 default:   "/dgold/oracle/product/920" 
 comment:   Directory to be used for Cluster Manager ORACLE_HOME. 
Enter directory name: 
  
 variable:  OCC_LISTENER_PORT 
 default:   "10650" 
 comment:   Port number that the Oracle Listener will use. 
Enter number: 
  
 variable:  OCC_RAC_NODES 
 default:   "lnxcom3 lnxcom4" 
 comment:   List of nodes in this RAC cluster. 
            Specify cluster-private node names. 
Enter node name(s), separated by spaces: 
  
 variable:  OCC_DATA_FILESYSTEM 
 default:   "/dgold/oradata/data01" 
 comment:   Filesystem that will be used to hold Oracle data files. 
Enter directory name: 
  
 variable:  OCC_DB_LOG_FILESYSTEM 
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 default:   "/dgold/oradata/data03" 
 comment: Filesystem that will be used to hold Oracle log files. 
Enter directory name: 
  
 variable:  OCC_SYSTEM_TEMP_FILESYSTEM 
 default:   "/dgold/oradata/data02" 
 comment: Filesystem that will be used to hold Oracle system and temp files. 
Enter directory name: 
OCC_RAC_INSTALL_YN: yes 
OCC_NAS_INSTALL_YN: yes 
OCC_ORACLE_HOME: /dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_HOME: /dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_LISTENER_PORT: 10650 
OCC_RAC_NODES: lnxcom3 lnxcom4 
OCC_DATA_FILESYSTEM: /dgold/oradata/data01 
OCC_DB_LOG_FILESYSTEM: /dgold/oradata/data03 
OCC_SYSTEM_TEMP_FILESYSTEM: /dgold/oradata/data02 
Checking connection to system lnxcom3 ... 
Checking connection to system lnxcom4 ... 
CONVEX info: Detecting Cluster Manager already started. 
/dgold/oracle/product/920/dbs/initDGOLD.ora 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_BASE=/oracm/oracle 
OCC_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_USER=ordgold 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE_GIT=/dgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER_HOME=/home/ordgold 
ORACLE_DOC=/dgold/oracle/product/920/doc 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_GROUP=dbdgold 
ORACLE_SID=DGOLD 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_GROUP=dbdgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER=ordgold 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 16:53:30 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Connected to an idle instance. 
SQL> SQL> 
File created. 
SQL> Disconnected 
user_dump_dest=/dgold/oracle/admin/udump 
Control file : /dgold/oracle/admin/udump/dgold_ora_23171.trc 
CONVEX info: Collecting database info ... 
=========================================== 
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CONVEX info: Database info (before conversion): 
=========================================== 
Use undo tablespace. 
Number of log groups per thread: 4 
Total Number of log groups in the database: 4 
Number of log members per group: 2 
Log size : 100M 
Total number of threads: 1 
============================== 
Creating all cluster database specific views ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 16:54:12 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
  
Connected to: 
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition
 Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
CONVEX info: srvctl to configure RAC information ...... 
Detecting GSD daemon is running. 
Adding DGOLD1(lnxcom3) to RAC Configuration ... 
Adding DGOLD2(lnxcom4) to RAC Configuration ... 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_BASE=/oracm/oracle 
OCC_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_USER=ordgold 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE_GIT=/dgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER_HOME=/home/ordgold 
ORACLE_DOC=/dgold/oracle/product/920/doc 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_GROUP=dbdgold 
ORACLE_SID=DGOLD 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_GROUP=dbdgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER=ordgold 
Recreating the control file ... 
Adding redo thread ... 
Creating more undo tablespace ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 16:56:00 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
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Connected to: 
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
SQL> SQL> 
File created. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Copying configuration files .... 
CONVEX info: Collecting database info ... 
=========================================== 
CONVEX info: Database info (after conversion): 
=========================================== 
Use undo tablespace. 
Number of log groups per thread: 4 
Total Number of log groups in the database: 8 
Number of log members per group: 2 
Log size : 100M 
Total number of threads: 2 
============================== 
  
CONVEX info:Starting after-conversion test ....................... 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
ORACLE_BASE=/dgold/oracle 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_BASE=/oracm/oracle 
OCC_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_CM_ORACLE_HOME=/dgold/oracle/product/920 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_USER=ordgold 
OCC_ORACLE_BASE_GIT=/dgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER_HOME=/home/ordgold 
ORACLE_DOC=/dgold/oracle/product/920/doc 
OCC_ORACLE_OWNER_GROUP=dbdgold 
ORACLE_SID=DGOLD 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_GROUP=dbdgold 
OCC_ORACLE_DBA_USER=ordgold 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 16:56:36 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
  
Connected to: 
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
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SQL> Database closed. 
Database dismounted. 
ORACLE instance shut down. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
\nStarting up the database (DGOLD1) on lnxcom3.us.oracle.com ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 15:55:03 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Connected to an idle instance. 
SQL> ORACLE instance started. 
Total System Global Area  252776600 bytes 
Fixed Size                   450712 bytes 
Variable Size             218103808 bytes 
Database Buffers           33554432 bytes 
Redo Buffers                 667648 bytes 
Database mounted. 
Database opened. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Starting up listener (LISTENER_DGOLD) on lnxcom3.us.oracle.com ... 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003 16:00:39 
Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Starting /dgold/oracle/product/920/bin/tnslsnr: please wait... 
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
System parameter file is /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora 
Log messages written to /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener_dgold.log 
Listening on: (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
Listening on:
 (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom3.us.oracle.com)(PORT=10650))) 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
STATUS of the LISTENER 
------------------------ 
Alias                     LISTENER_DGOLD 
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Start Date                28-FEB-2003 16:00:41 
Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 0 sec 
Trace Level               off 
Security                  OFF 
SNMP                      OFF 
Listener Parameter File   /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora 
Listener Log File         /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
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_dgold.log 
Listening Endpoints Summary... 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom3.us.oracle.com)(PORT=10650))) 
Services Summary... 
Service "DGOLD.us.oracle.com" has 3 instance(s). 
  Instance "DGOLD", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "DGOLD1", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "DGOLD2", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
Service "PLSExtProc" has 1 instance(s). 
  Instance "PLSExtProc", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
The command completed successfully 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
ordgold  11336     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_pmon_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11338     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_diag_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11342     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_lmon_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11344     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_lmd0_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11346     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_lms0_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11348     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_lms1_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11350     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_dbw0_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11352     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_lgwr_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11354     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_ckpt_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11356     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_smon_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11358     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_reco_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11360     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_cjq0_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11364     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_s000_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11366     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_d000_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11368     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_arc0_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11370     1  0 15:55 ?        00:00:00 ora_arc1_DGOLD1 
ordgold  11403     1  0 15:59 ?        00:00:00 ora_lck0_DGOLD1 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
\nStarting up the database (DGOLD2) on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 17:02:52 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Connected to an idle instance. 
SQL> ORACLE instance started. 
Total System Global Area  252776600 bytes 
Fixed Size                   450712 bytes 
Variable Size             218103808 bytes 
Database Buffers           33554432 bytes 
Redo Buffers                 667648 bytes 
Database mounted. 
Database opened. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
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With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Starting up listener (LISTENER_DGOLD) on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003 17:05:01 
Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Starting /dgold/oracle/product/920/bin/tnslsnr: please wait... 
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
System parameter file is /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora 
Log messages written to /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener_dgold.log 
Listening on: (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
Listening on:
 (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom4.us.oracle.com)(PORT=10650))) 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
STATUS of the LISTENER 
------------------------ 
Alias                     LISTENER_DGOLD 
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Start Date                28-FEB-2003 17:05:01 
Uptime                    0 days 0 hr. 0 min. 5 sec 
Trace Level               off 
Security                  OFF 
SNMP                      OFF 

Listener Parameter File   /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/listener.ora 
Listener Log File         /dgold/oracle/product/920/network/log/listener
_dgold.log 
Listening Endpoints Summary... 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom4.us.oracle.com)(PORT=10650))) 
Services Summary... 
Service "DGOLD.us.oracle.com" has 3 instance(s). 
  Instance "DGOLD", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "DGOLD1", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "DGOLD2", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
Service "PLSExtProc" has 1 instance(s). 
  Instance "PLSExtProc", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
The command completed successfully 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
oracle   26586 26482  0 15:26 pts/8    00:00:00 vi initDGOLD2.ora 
ordgold  26142     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_pmon_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26144     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_diag_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26148     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_lmon_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26150     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_lmd0_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26152     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_lms0_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26154     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_lms1_DGOLD2 
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ordgold  26156     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_dbw0_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26158     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_lgwr_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26160     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_ckpt_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26162     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_smon_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26164     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_reco_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26166     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_cjq0_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26170     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_s000_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26172     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_d000_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26174     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_arc0_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26176     1  0 17:02 ?        00:00:00 ora_arc1_DGOLD2 
ordgold  26195     1  0 17:03 ?        00:00:00 ora_lck0_DGOLD2 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
tnsping DGOLD1 on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
TNS Ping Utility for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003
 17:05:21 
Copyright (c) 1997 Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Used parameter files: 
/dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/sqlnet.ora 
  
Used TNSNAMES adapter to resolve the alias 
Attempting to contact (DESCRIPTION=
 (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom3)(PORT=10650)) (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=DGOLD1))) 
OK (0 msec) 
tnsping DGOLD2 on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
TNS Ping Utility for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003
 17:05:21 
Copyright (c) 1997 Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Used parameter files: 
/dgold/oracle/product/920/network/admin/sqlnet.ora 
  
Used TNSNAMES adapter to resolve the alias 
Attempting to contact (DESCRIPTION=
 (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=lnxcom4)(PORT=10650)) (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=DGOLD2))) 
OK (10 msec) 
ocheck: info: executing "postconf" check (RAC) 
  ocheck 3.7b (library C313b/L35a)              28-Feb-2003 17:05:31 PST 
  system: lnxcom4.us.oracle.com (DGOLD)         RAC "postconf" check 
  
  
    Check                            Value            Expected           Status 
  
  Oracle services 
    ORACLE_HOME variable             set                 set              pass 
     -- ORACLE_HOME = /dgold/oracle/product/920 
    ORACLE_SID variable              set                 set              pass 
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     -- ORACLE_SID = DGOLD2 
    Valid ORACLE_HOME                configured          configured       pass 
    Oracle Listener                  running             running          pass 
    TNS ping (DGOLD)                 succeeded           succeeded        pass 
    SQL*Plus connection              succeeded           succeeded        pass 
    Global Services Daemon (GSD)     running             running          pass 
    Active instance check            rac enabled (2)     rac enabled      pass 
     -- instances: (lnxcom3.us.oracle.com:DGOLD1 lnxcom4.us.oracle.com:DGOLD2) 
  
  End of Report 
ocheck: info: completed RAC "postconf" check 
\nShutting down the database (DGOLD1) on lnxcom3.us.oracle.com ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 16:04:06 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
  
Connected to: 
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
SQL> Database closed. 
Database dismounted. 
ORACLE instance shut down. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Stopping listener (LISTENER_DGOLD) on lnxcom3.us.oracle.com ... 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003 16:05:35 
Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
The command completed successfully 
\nShutting down the database (DGOLD2) on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on Fri Feb 28 17:07:22 2003 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
  
Connected to: 
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
SQL> Database closed. 
Database dismounted. 
ORACLE instance shut down. 
SQL> Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.2.0.2.0 -
 Production 
With the Real Application Clusters option 
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JServer Release 9.2.0.2.0 - Production 
Stopping listener (LISTENER_DGOLD) on lnxcom4.us.oracle.com ... 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 9.2.0.2.0 - Production on 28-FEB-2003 17:07:28 
Copyright (c) 1991, 2002, Oracle Corporation.  All rights reserved. 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=EXTPROC))) 
The command completed successfully 
Database Instances in the Cluster Configuration : 
lnxcom3.us.oracle.com DGOLD1 /dgold/oracle/product/920 
lnxcom4.us.oracle.com DGOLD2 /dgold/oracle/product/920 
CONVEX: info: Database DGOLD successfully verified for conversion 
------------------------------------------------- 
The followings are added to your RAC database : 
Control file: 
MAXINSTANCES=63 
MAXLOGMEMBERS=5 
MAXLOGFILES=255 
MAXDATAFILES=200 
RAC Configuration (srvctl): 
Database: DGOLD 
Instance: DGOLD1 Node: lnxcom3 
Instance: DGOLD2 Node: lnxcom4 
Log file: 
Thread: 2       Log Group: 5    Members: 2 
Thread: 2       Log Group: 6    Members: 2 
Thread: 2       Log Group: 7    Members: 2 
Thread: 2       Log Group: 8    Members: 2 
undo tablespace UNDOTS1 : 
Location: /dgold/oradata/data01 
Datafiles: UNDOTS_1_0 
Size: 419430400 bytes 
undo tablespace UNDOTS2 : 
Location: /dgold/oradata/data01 
Datafiles: UNDOTS_2_0 
Size: 419430400 bytes 
Listener Name (listener.ora): LISTENER_DGOLD 
Services (tnsnames.ora): DGOLD and      DGOLD[1-2] 
------------------------------------------------- 
CONVEX scripts: /dgold/oracle/admin/convex_scripts/DGOLD 
The log for CONVEX can be found at /var/tmp/convexlog/convex.log 
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Components

This appendix lists the components installed with Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration. It contains the following topics:

■ Single-instance Components

■ Real Application Clusters Components

Single-instance Components
The following is a list of the components for Oracle9i Database Certified 
Configuration single-instance installation.

Advanced Queueing (AQ) API release 9.2.0.1.0 

Advanced Queueing (AQ) API Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Advanced Replication release 9.2.0.1.0 

Agent Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Agent Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Assistant Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Assistant Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Authentication and Encryption release 9.2.0.1.0 

Authentication and Encryption Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Bali Share 1.1.17.0.0 

BC4J Runtime for Database 9.0.2.692.1 

Capacity Planner release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Change Management Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Character Set Migration Utility release 9.2.0.1.0 

Data Management Services Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Database Configuration Assistant release 9.2.0.1.0 

Database SQL Scripts release 9.2.0.1.0 

Database SQL Scripts Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Database Upgrade Assistant release 9.2.0.1.0 

Database Verify Utility release 9.2.0.1.0 

Database Verify Utility Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Database Workspace Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

DBJAVA Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

DBJAVA Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Documentation Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Export/Import release 9.2.0.1.0 

Export/Import Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Generic Connectivity Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Generic Connectivity Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Generic Connectivity Using ODBC release 9.2.0.1.0 

Generic Connectivity Using ODBC Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Installation Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Installation Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

iSQL*Plus release 9.2.0.1.0 

iSQL*Plus Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Java Runtime Environment 1.1.8.1.0 

Java Runtime Environment 1.3.1.0.0 

JDBC Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

JDBC Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

JDBC/OCI Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 
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JDBC/OCI Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

JSDK release 2.0.0.0.0d 

LDAP Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

LDAP Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Migration Utility release 9.2.0.1.0 

Migration Utility Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

New Database ID release 9.2.0.1.0 

New Database ID Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Object Type Translator release 9.2.0.1.0 

Object Type Translator Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle9i  Database release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i  Development Kit release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Options release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i  for UNIX Documentation release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i  Globalization Support release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i  Globalization Support Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle9i  Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle9i  Patch Set release 9.2.0.2.0 

Oracle9i  Syndication Server release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Advanced Security release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Applications Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle C++ Call Interface release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle C++ Call Interface Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Caching Service for Java 2.1.0.0.0a 

Oracle Call Interface (OCI) release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Call Interface (OCI) Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Change Management Pack release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Client Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Oracle Client Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Code Editor 1.2.1.0.0A 

Oracle Common Schema Demos release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Common Schema Demos Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Complete DSS Starter Database release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Complete OLTP Starter Database release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Core Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Core Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Data Mining release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Database Demos release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Database Demos Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Database User Interface 2.2.11.0.0 

Oracle Database Utilities release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Database Utilities Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Diagnostics Pack release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Directory Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Display Fonts 9.0.2.0.0 

Oracle Dynamic Services Server release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle eBusiness Management Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle EMD Agent Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Login Assistant release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Base Classes release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Client release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Console release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Applications release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Events release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Installation Prerequisite Checks release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Oracle Enterprise Manager Integrated Applications release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Minimal Integration release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Paging and OMS Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Products release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Quick Tours release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Translated Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Web Site release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manager Webserver Integration release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Enterprise Manage Website Translated Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Extended Windowing Toolkit 3.4.13.0.0 

Oracle Forms Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Help For Java 3.2.13.0.0 

Oracle Help For Java 4.1.13.0.0 

Oracle Help for the  Web 1.0.7.0.0 

Oracle HTTP Server release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle HTTP Server Configuration for Oracle JSP 1.1.2.3.0 

Oracle HTTP Server Configuration for Oracle XML Developer’s Kit release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle HTTP Server Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle HTTP Server JServ release 1.1.0.0.0g 

Oracle Ice Browser 5.06.8.0.0 

Oracle Integration Server 9.0.1.0.0

Oracle Intelligent Agent release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Intelligent Agent Base Component Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Intelligent Agent Base Component Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0

Oracle Intelligent Agent Configuration Tool release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Intelligent Agent Extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Annotator release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Oracle interMedia  Audio release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Client Compatibility Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Client Compatibility Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle interMedia  Client Demos release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Client Demos Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle interMedia  Client Option release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle interMedia  Image release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Java Advanced Imaging release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Java Advanced Imaging Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle interMedia  Java Client release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Java Media Framework Client release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Locator release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Locator Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle interMedia  Video release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle interMedia  Web Client release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Internet Directory Client release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Internet Directory Client Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Internet Directory Client Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Internet Directory Client Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Internet Directory Tools release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Java Core Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Java Layout Engine 2.0.1.0.0 

Oracle Java Server Pages 1.1.3.1.0 

Oracle Java Tools release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Java Tools Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle JDBC Development Drivers release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Oracle JDBC Development Drivers Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle JDBC/OCI Driver for JDK 1.1 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC/OCI Driver for JDK 1.2 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC/OCI Driver for JDK 1.4 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC/OCI Interfaces release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.1 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.1Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.2 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.2 Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.4 release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JDBC Thin Driver for JDK 1.4 Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle JFC Extended Windowing Toolkit 4.1.10.0.0 

Oracle JVM release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle JVM Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Management Pack for Oracle Applications release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Management Server release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Message Gateway Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Mod PL/SQL Gateway 3.0.9.8.3b 

Oracle Net release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Configuration Assistant release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Integration release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Listener release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Listener Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Net Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Manager Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Net Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Net Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Net Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 
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Oracle Net Services release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle OLAP release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle OLAP API release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle OLAP API Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle OLAP Cube Viewer release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle OLAP CWM Lite release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle OLAP CWM Lite Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle OLAP Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle OLAP Worksheet release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Partitioning release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Partitioning Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Perl Interpreter 5.00503.0.0.0c 

Oracle Programmer release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle SOAP Client 2.0.0.0.0a 

Oracle SOAP for JServ 2.0.0.0.0a 

Oracle SOAP Server 2.0.0.0.0a 

Oracle Spatial release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Spatial Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle SQLJ release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Starter Database release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Text release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Text Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Trace release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Trace Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Trace Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Trace Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Tuning Pack release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle UIX 2.0.21.0.0 
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Oracle Ultra Search Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Ultra Search Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Ultra Search Middle-Tier release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Ultra Search Middle-Tier Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Ultra Search Server release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Ultra Search Server Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Universal Installer 2.2.0.12.0 

Oracle Wallet Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Wallet Manager Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle Web Server files release 1.3.22.0.0a 

Oracle Workflow 2.6.1.0.0 

Oracle Workflow Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle XML Developer’s Kit release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle XML Developer’s Kit Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle XML Runtime Components release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle XML SQL Utility release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle XML SQL Utility Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Parser Generator Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Performance Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

PL/SQL release 9.2.0.1.0 

PL/SQL Embedded Gateway release 9.2.0.1.0 

PL/SQL Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

PL/SQL Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

PL/SQL Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Platform Required Support Files 9.2.0.1.0

Platform Required Support Files Patch 9.2.0.3.0

Precompiler Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Precompiler Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 
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Precompiler Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Precompiler Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

RDBMS Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

RDBMS Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Recovery Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Recovery Manager Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

regexp release 2.0.21.0.0 

Reporting Framework release 9.2.0.1.0 

Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Secure Socket Layer release 9.2.0.1.0 

Secure Socket Layer Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

SQLJ Runtime release 9.2.0.1.0 

SQLJ Runtime Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

SQLJ Translator release 9.2.0.1.0 

SQL*Loader release 9.2.0.1.0 

SQL*Loader Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

SQL*Plus release 9.2.0.1.0 

SQL*Plus Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

SQL*Plus Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

SQL*Plus Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

SQL Server Monitoring Option release 9.2.0.1.0 

SSL Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

SSL Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Sun JDK 1.3.1.0.1a 

Sun JDK extensions release 9.2.0.1.0 

Utilities Common Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

Utilities Common Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Visigenics ORB release 3.4.0.0.0 
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XDK Required Support Files release 9.2.0.1.0 

XDK Required Support Files Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Class Generator for C++ release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Class Generator for Java release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Class Generator for Java Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Parser for C release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Parser for C Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Parser for C++ release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Parser for C++ Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Parser for Java release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Parser for Java Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Parser for Oracle JVM release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Parser for Oracle JVM Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Parser for PL/SQL release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Parser for PL/SQL Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

XML Transviewer Beans release 9.2.0.1.0 

XML Transx release 9.2.0.1.0 

XSQL Servlet release 9.2.0.1.0 

Real Application Clusters Components
In addition to the components of a single-instance installation, the following 
components are included in an Oracle9i Database Certified Configuration Real 
Application Clusters installation.

Oracle Cluster Manager release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle Cluster Manager release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle9i Real Application Clusters release 9.2.0.1.0 
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Real Application Clusters Components
Oracle9i Real Application Clusters Guard release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i Real Application Clusters Guard Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 

Oracle9i Real Application Clusters Management release 9.2.0.1.0 

Oracle9i Real Application Clusters Patch release 9.2.0.3.0 
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